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Subject Name: Data Structure & Algorithm Subject Code-CS (EC)401
Year: 2nd Year Semester: Third
Module Number Topics Number of Lectures

1

Introduction: 5L

1. Why we need data structure? Concepts of data
structures: a) Data and data structure b)
Abstract Data Type and Data Type.
Algorithms and programs, basic idea of
pseudo-code.

.

1

2. Algorithm efficiency and analysis, time and
space analysis of algorithms – order notations.

4

Linear data structure:

2
Array: 2L

1. Different representations – row major, column
major. Sparse matrix - its application and
usage. Array representation of polynomials.

2

3
Linked List: 7L

1. Singly linked list, circular linked list, doubly
linked list, linked list representation of
polynomial and applications.

7

4

Stack and Queue: 6L

1. Stack and its implementations (using array,
using linked list), applications.

2

2. Queue, circular queue, dequeues.
Implementation of queue- both linear and
circular (using array, using linked list),
applications.

4

5

Recursion: 3L

1. Principles of recursion – use of stack,
differences between recursion and iteration,
tail recursion.

1

2. Applications - The Tower of Hanoi, Eight
Queens Puzzle. 2

Non Linear data structure:

6

Trees: 8L
1. Basic terminologies, forest, tree

representation (using array, using linked list).
Binary trees - binary tree traversal (pre-, in-,
post- order), threaded binary tree (left, right,
full) - non-recursive traversal algorithms
using threaded binary tree, expression tree.

4

2. Binary search tree- operations (creation,
insertion, deletion, searching). Height
balanced binary tree – AVL tree (insertion,
deletion with examples only). B- Trees –
operations (insertion, deletion with examples
only

4

Graphs: 5L

1. Graph definitions and concepts
(directed/undirected graph, weighted/un-
weighted edges, sub-graph, degree, cut-



7 vertex/articulation point, pendant node,
clique, complete graph, connected
components – strongly connected component,
weakly connected component, path, shortest
path, isomorphism). Graph
representations/storage implementations –
adjacency matrix, adjacency list, adjacency
multi-list.

1

2. Graph traversal and connectivity – Depth-first
search (DFS), Breadth-first search (BFS) –
concepts of edges used in DFS and BFS (tree-
edge, back-edge, cross-edge, forward-edge),
applications.

2

3. Minimal spanning tree – Prim’s, Kruskal and
Dijkstra algorithm (basic idea of greedy
methods).

2

8

Sorting, Searching and Hashing Technique:

Sorting Algorithms: 6L
Bubble sort and its optimizations, insertion sort, shell
sort, selection sort, merge sort, quick sort, heap sort
(concept of max heap, application – priority queue),
radix sort.

6

Searching: 2L
Sequential search, binary search, interpolation search.

2
Hashing: 2L
Hashing functions, collision resolution techniques. 2

Total Number Of Hours = 46

Faculty In-Charge HOD, CSE Dept.

Assignment:
Module-1(Introduction):

1. DefineAbstractData Type, big oh, big omega, theta notationoftimecomplexity.
2. Findthetotalfrequency count of following code.

for send=1ton do
forreceive=1tosenddo

forack=2toreceivedo
message=send-(receive+ack)
ack=ack-1
send=send+1

end
end

end

Module-2 (Linear data Structure):
1. Write a function to insert a element after 4th position in an array.
2. Write a function to insert a element before 4th position in a single linked list
3. Write a function to insert a element after a particular data element 4 in a doubly linked list.
4. Write a function to concatenate two circular linked list.
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5. Write a function to implement stack and queue using linked list.
6. Convert infix to prefix and postfix.

A+B+C-D/E*R(S*T)/W+G
7. Define tail and tree recursion, explain them with example.

Module-3(Non-linear data structure):
1. Why AVL tree is required?
2. Construct the AVL tree.

B,D,A,G,H,R,J,T,C,Y,X
3. Write a short note on B-Tree.
4. Write an algorithm of DFS and Dijkstra algorithm.

Module-4(Sorting, Searching and Hashing):
1. Explain quick and radix sort with example.
2. Why binary search is better than linear search.
3. Write down different techniques of collision resolution techniques.
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Subject Name: Basic Environmental Engineering Subject Code: CH-401
Year: 2nd Year Semester: Fourth
Module
Number

Topics Numbe
r of

Lecture
s

1

Chapter 1: General 6L
1. Basic ideas of environment, basic concepts, man, society &

environment, their interrelationship. 1L

2.  Mathematics of population growth and associated problems, Importance
of population study in environmental engineering,
definition of resource, types of resource, renewable, non-renewable,
potentially renewable, effect of excessive use vis-à-vis

2L

3. Materials balance: Steady state conservation system, steady state system
with non conservative pollutants, step function.

1L

4.  Environmental degradation: Natural environmental Hazards like Flood,
earthquake, Landslide-causes, effects and control/management;
Anthropogenic degradation like Acid rain-cause, effects and control. Nature
and scope of Environmental Science and Engineering.

2L

Chapter 2: Ecology 6L

1.  Elements of ecology: System, open system, closed system, definition of
ecology, species, population, community, definition of ecosystem-
components types and function.

1L

2. Structure and function of the following ecosystem: Forest ecosystem,
Grassland ecosystem, Desert ecosystem, Aquatic ecosystems, Mangrove
ecosystem (special reference to Sundar ban); Food chain [definition and one
example of each food chain], Food web.

2L

3. Biogeochemical Cycle- definition, significance, flow chart of different
cycles with only elementary reaction [Oxygen, carbon, Nitrogen, Phosphate,
Sulphur].

1L

4.  Biodiversity- types, importance, Endemic species, Biodiversity Hot-spot,
Threats to biodiversity, Conservation of biodiversity.

2L

Chapter 3: Air pollution and control 7L

1. Atmospheric Composition: Troposphere, Stratosphere, Mesosphere,
Thermosphere, Tropopause and Mesopause

1L

2. Energy balance: Conductive and Convective heat transfer, radiation heat
transfer, simple global temperature model [Earth as a black body, earth as
albedo], Problems.

1L

3. Green house effects: Definition, impact of greenhouse gases on the global
climate and consequently on sea water level, agriculture and marine food.
Global warming and its consequence, Control of Global warming. Earth’s
heat budget.

1L

4. Lapse rate: Ambient lapse rate Adiabatic lapse rate, atmospheric stability,
temperature inversion (radiation inversion).
Atmospheric dispersion: Maximum mixing depth, ventilation coefficient,
effective stack height, smokestack plumes and Gaussian plume model.

1L



5. Definition of pollutants and contaminants, Primary and secondary
pollutants: emission standard, criteria pollutant.

1L

Sources and effect of different air pollutants- Suspended particulate matter,
oxides of carbon, oxides of nitrogen, oxides of sulphur, particulate, PAN.

6. Smog, Photochemical smog and London smog.
Depletion Ozone layer: CFC, destruction of ozone layer by CFC, impact of
other green house gases, effect of ozone modification.

1L

2

7. Standards and control measures: Industrial, commercial and residential air
quality standard, control measure (ESP. Cyclone separator, bag house,
catalytic converter, scrubber (ventury), Statement with brief reference).

1L

Chapter 4: Water Pollution and Control 8L

1. Hydrosphere, Hydrological cycle and Natural water. 1L

2. Pollutants of water, their origin and effects: Oxygen demanding wastes,
pathogens, nutrients, Salts, thermal application, heavy metals, pesticides,
volatile organic compounds.

2L

3. River/Lake/ground water pollution: River: DO, 5 day BOD test, Seeded
BOD test, BOD reaction rate constants, Effect of oxygen demanding wastes
on river[deoxygenation, reaeration], COD, Oil, Greases, pH.

1L

4.  Lake: Eutrophication [Definition, source and effect].
Ground water: Aquifers, hydraulic gradient, ground water flow (Definition
only)

1L

5. Standard and control: Waste water standard [BOD, COD, Oil, Grease],
Water Treatment system [coagulation and flocculation, sedimentation and
filtration, disinfection, hardness and alkalinity,softening]
Waste water treatment system, primary and secondary treatments [Trickling
filters, rotating biological contractor, Activated sludge, sludge treatment,
oxidation ponds] tertiary treatment definition.

2L

6. Water pollution due to the toxic elements and their biochemical effects:
Lead, Mercury, Cadmium, and Arsenic

1L

3

Chapter 5: Land Pollution 3L

1. Lithosphere; Internal structure of earth, rock and soil 1L

2.  Solid Waste: Municipal, industrial, commercial, agricultural, domestic,
pathological and hazardous solid wastes; Recovery and disposal method-
Open dumping, Land filling, incineration, composting, recycling.
Solid waste management and control (hazardous and biomedical waste).

2L

Chapter 5: Noise Pollution 2L
1. Definition of noise, effect of noise pollution, noise classification

[Transport noise, occupational noise, neighbourhood noise]
1L

2.  Definition of noise frequency, noise pressure, noise intensity, noise
threshold limit value, equivalent noise level, L10 (18 hr Index) , n Ld ,
Noise pollution control.

1L

Chapter 6: Environmental Management 2L

1. Environmental impact assessment, Environmental Audit, Environmental
laws and protection act of India, Different international environmental
treaty/ agreement/ protocol.

2L

Total Number Of Hours = 34L
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Subject Name: Basic Environmental Engineering Subject Code: CH-401
Year: 2nd Year Semester: Fourth
Assignment:

Module-1.
1. Write short notes for the following:
(a) Flood (b) Landslides (b) Earthquake (c) Acid Rain

2. Suppose an anemometer at a height of 40 m above ground measure wind velocity =5.5 m/s.
Estimate the wind speed at an elevation of 500 m in rough terrain if atmosphere is unstable
(i.e., k = 0.2).

Module-2.
1. A BOD test is run using 50 ml of wastewater mixed with 100 ml of pure water. The initial
DO of the mixture is 6 mg/l and after 5 days it becomes 2 mg/l. After a long time, the DO
remains fixed at 1 mg/l.
(i)What is the 5 days BOD (BOD5)?
(ii)What is the ultimate BOD (BODu)?
(iii)What is the remaining BOD after 5 days?
(iv)What is the reaction rate constant measured at 20⁰C?
(v)What would be the reaction rate if measured at 35⁰C?

2. Draw the flow diagram for the following (a) Surface water treatment (b) Waste water
Treatment.

3. Draw the Oxygen sag curve.

Module-3.
1. a) If two machines produces sounds of 80 dB and 120 dB simultaneously, what will
be the total sound level.
b) Calculate the intensity of 100 dB sounds.

2. Write a report on the environmental problems related to an abandoned airport.
Mention various measures by which it can be used again for other purposes.
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Subject Name: EM Theory & Transmission Lines Subject Code-EC401
Year: 2nd Year Semester: Fourth

Module Number Topics Number of
Lectures

1

VECTOR ANALYSIS &ELECTROSTATICS 14L
1. Vector analysis: Introduction to coordinate systems and

transformation,Cartesian coordinates, circular cylindrical
coordinates, sphericalcoordinates.

3

2. Vector operations in different co-ordinate systems. 2
3. Coulomb’s Law and Field Intensity 2

4. Line Charge, Surface Charge, Volume Charge, Gauss’s Law and
its application

3

5. Polarization in Dielectrics, Boundary conditions 1

6. Electric field and potential, an electric dipole and flux lines,
energy density in electrostatic fields.

3

2

ELECTRIC FIELD IN MATERIAL SPACE 4L

1. Continuity equation & relaxation time 2

2. Boundary conditions, Poisson's & Laplace'sequation 1

3. General procedure for solving Poisson's or Laplace's equation
resistance & capacitance

1

3

MAGNETOSTATICS 9L

1. Magneto static fields: Introduction, Biot-Savart's Law 1

2. Ampere's circuitalLaw,applications of Ampere's Law 2

3. Curl of a vector and Stoke'stheorem 1

4. Magnetic flux density 1

5. Maxwell's equation for static fields 1

6. magnetic scalarand vector potential 1

7. Derivation of Biot-Savart'sLaw 1

8. Ampere's Law 1

4

BOUNDARY CONDITIONS AND MAXWELL'S EQUATION 4L

1. Magnetic forces , materials and devices: Introduction, forces due
to magnetic fields

1

2. magnetic torque and moment, a magnetic dipole, magnetic
boundary conditions, inductors
and inductances

1

3. magnetic energy, magnetic circuits
,Maxwell's equations: Introduction, Faraday's Law, transformer
and motional electromotive forces

1

4. displacement current, Maxwell's
Equations in final forms. Time harmonic fields

1

5

WAVE PROPAGATION, POLARIZATION& TRANSMISSION LINE 12L

1. Electromagnetic wave propagation: Introduction 1
2. wave propagation in lossy dielectrics 1

3. plane waves in lossless dielectrics 1

4. plane waves in free space 1

5. plane waves in good conductors 1

6. power and Poynting vector 1

7. Wave polarization, reflection of a plane wave at normal incidence 1

8. reflection of a plane wave at oblique incidence 1
9. Transmission Line 2

10. Characteristics Impedance, VSWR, Smith Chart 2

Total Number Of Hours = 43
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Faculty In-Charge HOD, ECE Dept.

Assignment:
Module-1(VECTOR ANALYSIS &ELECTROSTATICS):

1. Three charges at the vertices of a right triangle. What is the net electrostatic force on
the 65 µC charge due to the other two charges shown, where Q1 = 65 µC, Q2 = 50
µC, and Q3 = -86 µC?

2. What are the electric fields due to a point charge Q, a uniform plateof charge Q (per
unit area), and a uniform line of charge Q (per unit length) using Gauss’ Law?

3. What is the electric field at point P (located at a distance of 0.4m onthe y-axis) due to
the two charges (Q1 = 7 µC and Q2 = -5 µC) located on the x-axisand separated by
0.3 m?

4. What is the electric field at a point P (along the positive x-axis) due tothe electric
dipole situated on the y-axis?

5. The electric field needed to balance a proton against gravity. What is the magnitude
and direction of the electric field needed to balance the weight of a proton in the
gravitational field of the earth?

6. Given the vectors A = 3ax and B = 4ay, compute the sum C = A + B. Find
themagnitude of C and the unit vector aC. Plot and label these vectors and the
unitvectors ax and ay to illustrate the “tip-to-tail” addition method.

7. Given three vectors A=–ax+2ay+3az, B =3ax+4ay+5az and C=2ax –2ay+7az, compute
(a) the scalar product A • B
(b) the angle between A and B
(c) the scalar projection of A on B
(d) the vector product A × B
(e) the area of the parallelogram whose sides are specified by A and B
(f) the volume of a parallelepiped defined by vectors A, B and C
(g) the vector triple product A × (B × C) and check equation (1.26)

8. There are four points A(1,2,3), B(4,5,4), C(3,-3,8) and D(2,3,7) in
Cartesiancoordinate system. Find
(1) RAB ,RAC and RAD

(2) the area of triangle ABC
(3) the volume of tetrahedral ABCD

9. The Caretesian coordinates for a point P is (1,2,3), find the cylindrical coordinates.
10. Calculate the work ΔW required to move the cart along the closed path in if the force

field is F = 3xax + 4yay.

11. Solve the following problem.
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Module-2 (ELECTRIC FIELD IN MATERIAL SPACE):
1. Solve the following problem

2. A wire of diameter 1 mm and conductivity 5 X 107 S/m has 1029 free electrons/m3 when an
electric field of 10 mV/m is applied. Determine (a) The charge density of free electrons (b)
The current density (c) The current in the wire (d) The drift velocity of the electrons. Take the
electronic charge as e = -1.6 X 10 C.

3. A dielectric cube of side L and centre at the origin has a radial polarization given by P = ar,
where a is a constant and r = xax + yay + zaz . Find all bound charge densities and show
explicitly that the total bound charge vanishes.

4. Solve the following problem

5. Solve the following problem

6. Find the force with which the plates of a parallel-plate capacitor attract each other. Also
determine the pressure on the surface of the plate due to the field.

7. Solve the following
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8. Solve the following

9. Solve the following

Module-3(MAGNETOSTATICS):
1. Prove that the normal derivative of the vector potential is discontinuous across a surface

carrying current.
2. Calculate the scalar potential due to a solenoid on its axis at a distance z from the centre of

the solenoid.
3. Calculate the magnetic scalar potential at a distance z from a circular current loop of radius

‘a’ and hence calculate the magnetic field at that point.
4. Solve the following:

Module-4(BOUNDARY CONDITIONS AND MAXWELL'S EQUATION):
1. Solve the following

2. Solve the following
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3. Solve the following

Module-5(WAVE PROPAGATION, POLARIZATION& TRANSMISSION LINE):

1. Find the characteristic impedance, propagation constant and velocity of propagation
for a transmission line having the following parameters: R = 84 ohm/Km, 6 G 10− =
mho/Km, L=0.01 Henry / Km, C=0.061 Fµ /Km and frequency = 1000 Hz.

2. How does dissipation-less transmission lines act as tuned circuit elements? Explain
3. What do you mean by matched transmission line? What are the advantages of

impedance matching on high frequency lines?
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4. A high frequency transmission line consists of a pair of open wires having a
distributed capacitance of 0.01 µF per Km and a distributed inductance of 3mH per
Km. What is the characteristic impedance and propagation constant at f=10MHz?

5. Derive the condition for a distortionless line and comment on the result.
6. A plane electromagnetic wave propagating in the x-direction has a wavelength of 5.0

mm. The electric field is in the y-direction and its maximum magnitude is 30 V m .
Write suitable equations for the electric and magnetic fields as a function of x and t.

7. Derive a general expression for reflection coefficient and transmission coefficient for
E and H fields when an electromagnetic wave is incident parallel (oblique incidence)
on the boundary separating two different perfectly dielectric media and also find the
expression for normal incidence.

8. Solve the following:

9. Write down Maxwell’s equations in integral as well as differential forms for time-varying
fields.

10. Solve the following.
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Subject Name: Digital Electronics & Integrated circuits Subject Code-EC402
Year: 2ndYear Semester: Fourth

Module
Number Topics

Number of
Lectures

1

Number Systems and Codes 5L
1. Binary, octal and hexadecimal number systems, and
conversion of number with one radix to another

2L

2. Different binary codes 3L

2

Logic Functions 7L
3. Boolean algebra and Boolean operators 2L
4. Logic Functions 1L
5. Minimization of logic functions using Karnaugh -map 3L
6. Quine-McClausky method of minimization of logic
functions

1L

3

Combinational Circuits 8L
7. Introduction to combinational circuits, logic convention,
and realization of simple combinational functions using gates

2L

8. Implications of delay and hazard 1L
9. Realization of adders and subtractors 2L
10. Design of code converters, comparators, and decoders 2L
11. Design of multiplexers, demultiplexers, 1L

4

Analysis of Sequential Circuits 8L
12. Introduction to sequential circuits: Moore and Mealy
machines

1L

13. Introduction to flip-flops like SR, JK, D 8iT with truth
tables, logic diagrams, and timing relationships

2L

14. Conversion of Flip-Flops, Excitation table 2L
15. State tables, and realization of state stables 3L

5
A/D and D/A Converter 3L
Different types of converters 3L

6

Logic Families 5L
16. Introduction to Logic families 1L
17. TTL family 1L
18. CMOS family 2L
19. Electrical characteristics of logic families 1L

Faculty In-Charge HOD, ECE Dept.



Assignment
Module 1
Perform the following number system conversions:
(a) (1110010)2 = ( ? )10

(b) (10000111)2 = ( ? )8

(c) (DACB6)16 = (?)8

Module 2

1. A system of logic is to be designed which has two outputs & three inputs. One output
will be TRUE if an odd number of inputs are TRUE. The other output will be TRUE if
only one input alone is TRUE. Draw the truth table & write the corresponding Boolean
equation.

2. (a)Minimize the following using K-map and realize the simplified expression using
basic gates only.

 )15,12,11,10,8,7,6,3,2,0(Y

(b) What is the difference between combinational circuit and sequential circuit?
3. Prove that

(a) CABDCAABDABDDCABCD 

(b) BAACBCCABA  ))()((

4. Plot the logical expression ABCBADCBAABCD  on a 4-variable K-map;

obtain the simplified expression from the map.
5. Minimize the function using K-map and realize the simplified expression using basic

gates. )15,14,13,11,7,6,5,3()12,10,9(),,,(   dmdcbaf

6. Minimize the function using K-map. ).10,7,5,1()14,13,11,8,6,3( dM 

7. Let f (A, B) = BA , then find the value of f( f(x+y , y) ,z).

8. Let X*Y = yx  and z = X*Y, then find the value of z*x.

9. Write the canonical SOP form of CBAf  and implement using decoder

Module 3

1. Implement a Full Adder circuit using two Half Adder. Write the truth table for Half
Subtractor.

2. Implement the following functions using 3:8 Decoders. F (A, B, C) =∑ m (0, 1, 4, 5, 7)
3. What is Multiplexer?
4. Why multiplexer is called as “data selector”?
5. Implement )7,6,5,3,2,1(),,(  mCBAf using 4:1 MUX with AB as select line.

6. Write thetruth table of 4:1 MUX and implement the circuit using logic gates.
7. Design XOR and OR gate using 2:1 MUX.

8. Write the canonical SOP form of CBAf  and implement using decoder.

Module 4

1. Explain Ring counter. Draw the circuit diagram and wave form of Ring counter.
2. Preform the conversion from T flip-flop to JK flip-flop.
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3. Write down the difference between Synchronous and Asynchronous counter.
What is modulus in a counter (explain with an example)? Design 3 bit
asynchronous ripple counter (up counter) and draw the output waveform.

4. What is register?
5. What is shift register?
6. What are the types of shift register? Sketch the block diagrams of each type.
7. A 4 bit shift register, which shifts 1 bit to the right at every clock pulse, is initialized to

values 1000 for (Q0Q1Q2Q3). The D input is derived from Q0, Q2 and Q3 through two
XOR gates as shown in figure.Write the 4 bit values (Q0Q1Q2Q3) after each clock pulse
till the pattern (1000) reappears on (Q0Q1Q2Q3).

8. Using proper truth table and logic diagram find the characteristic equation of SR Flip-
Flop. Design a 2-bit up/down synchronous counter using SR flip flop. Use one
directional control input M. For M=0, the counter will count up and for M=1, counter
will count down.
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Subject Name: Signals & Systems Subject Code-EC403
Year: 2ndYear Semester: Fourth
Module Number Topics Number of Lectures

1

INTRODUCTION TO SIGNALS 4L
1. Different ways of Looking at a signal,

Definition of Signal, Classification of
Signal: Continuous time & Discrete Time,
Analog & Digital Signal, Continuity,
Periodicity & Symmetry Property,
Numerical on Periodicity property,
Numerical on Even & Odd Signal

2L

2. Useful signal operation: Time Scaling, Time
Folding, Time Shifting, Time Delayed  &
Time Advanced version of Signal, Even &
Odd Signal, Various Basic Signals: Step
Signal, Ramp Signal, Impulse Signal,
Numerical on Even & Odd Signal

2L

2 INTRODUCTION TO SIGNALS &
SYSTEMS

4L

1. Definition of a System, Static & Dynamic
System, Causal & Noncausal System,
Linear & Time Invariant System, Step
Response & Impulse Response,

2L

2. Convolution, Numerical onConvolution,
System definition by means of Differential
Equation, Solution of Differential Equation,
Signal Transmission through LTI System,
Numerical on Signal Transmission through
LTI System

2L

3

FOURIER SERIES 4L
1. Signals and Vectors, Signal

Comparison: Correlation
2L

2. Trigonometric Fourier Series,
Exponential Fourier Series, Numerical
Representation of Dn, Numerical on
Compact Trigonometric Fourier Series,
Numerical on Exponential Fourier
Series

2L

4

FOURIER TRANSFORM 4L
1. Aperiodic Signal Representation by Fourier

Integral, FourierTransform of Some Useful
Signal

2L

2. Some Properties of Fourier Transform:
Time Scaling, Time shifting, Time
Reversal, Symmetry Property, Convolution
Property, Multiplication Property, Inverse
Fourier Transform

2L

5 LAPLACE TRANSFORM 2L
1. Recapitulation, Analysis and

characterization of LTI systems using
Laplace transform

1L

2. : Computation of impulse response and
transfer function using Laplace transform

1L
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6 SAMPLINGTHEOREM 4L
1. Representation of continuous time signals

by its sample –Types of sampling, Sampling
theorem

2L

2. Reconstruction of a Signal from its samples,
aliasing –sampling of band pass signals

2L

7 Random Signals & Systems 6L
1. Definitions, distribution & density

functions, mean values & moments,
function of two random variables

3L

2. concepts of correlation, random processes,
spectral densities, response of LTI systems
to random inputs

3L

8 Z Transform 8L
1. Definition, ROC, Properties of Z

transform
4L

2. Inverse Z Transform, Numerical 4L
Total Number Of Hours = 36

Faculty In-Charge HOD, ECE Dept.

Assignment:
Module-1(INTRODUCTION TO SIGNALS):

1. For the following signals, (i) determine analytically which are periodic (if periodic,
give the period) and (ii) sketch the signals. (Scale your time axis so that a sufficient
amount of the signal is being plotted.).

i. x(t) = 4 cos(5πt)
ii. x(t) = 4 cos(5πt-π/4)

iii. x(t) = 4u(t) + 2sin(3t)
iv. x(t) = u(t) - 1/2

2. Determine if the following signals are periodic; if periodic, give the period.
i. x(t) = cos(4t) + 2sin(8t)

ii. x(t) = 3cos(4t) + sin(πt)
iii. x(t) = cos(3πt) + 2cos(4πt)

3. Give an expression for the signal:
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a) Give an expression for x(t).
b) Plot dx/dt.

4. Are the following periodic? If so, give the period.
i. x(t) =4cos(3πt+π/4) + u(t)

ii. x(t) = 4cos(3πt+π/4) + 2cos(4πt)
iii. x(t) = cos(2ω1t) + cos(3ω1t) where ω1 is a specific frequency
iv. x(t) = 4cos(3πt+π/2) + 2cos(8πt+π/2)
v. x(t) = 2cos(3πt+π/2) + 4cos(10t-π/2)?

5. Sketch the following signals:
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6. Solve the following problem:

7. For each of the following signals determine whether even or odd:

8.

9. (a) Let x(t) and y(t) be periodic signals with fundamental periods T1 and T2,
respectively. Under what conditions is the sum x(t) + y(t) periodic, and what is the
fundamental period of this signal if it is periodic?.
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Module-2 (INTRODUCTION TO SIGNALS & SYSTEMS):
1. Solve the following problem

2. The response of an LTI system to a step input, x(t) = u(t) is y(t) = (1-e-2t)u(t). What is
the response to an input of x(t) = 4u(t)-4u(t-1)?.

3.

4. Solve the following for y(t)=x(t)*h(t); x(t) = u(t)-u(t-4); h(t) = r(t).
5. Convolve the following:
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6. Find the response of a system to an input of x(t)=2u(t-10) if h(t)=sin(2t)u(t).
7. Solve the following problem:

8. Compute x(t)*v(t)
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9. Determine the continuous-time convolution of x(t) and h(t) for the following three cases:

10. Solve the following
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Module-3(FOURIER SERIES):
1. For the following signal:

a) Find the Fourier series b) Plot the spectra versus frequency, ω = nω0 .
2. Repeat problem 1 for the following signal:

3. Compute the Fourier series for the following signals:
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4. Solve the following:

5. Solve the following problem:

6. By evaluating the Fourier series analysis equation, determine the Fourier series for the
following signals:

7. Without explicitly evaluating the Fourier series coefficients, determine which of the
periodic waveforms in Figures 1 to 3 have Fourier series coefficients with the
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following properties: (i) Has only odd harmonics (ii) Has only purely real coefficients
(iii) Has only purely imaginary coefficients
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Module-4(FOURIER TRANSFORM):
1. For each signal, find the Fourier transform, X(ω), and then plot |X(ω)|

2. Find the Fourier transform of the following signals. Sketch |X(ω)| in each case.

3. Solve the following
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4. Solve the following
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Module-5(Z Transform):

1. Find the z transform of the following signals:
i. x[n] = u[n] - u[n-4]

ii. x[n] = 0.5n u[n]
iii. x[n] = [1 4 8 2]
iv. x[n] = [0 1 2 3 4]
v. x[n] = 2(0.8)n u[n].

2. Find the inverse Z-transforms of the following signals:

3. Use the Final Value Theorem to determine the final value of x[n] for each of the
signals defined in Problem 2. Compare your answer obtained from the Final Value
Theorem to the answer found by taking lim x[n], n → ∞.

4. Solve the following difference equation using z-transforms:

i. y[n] +3y[n-1] + 2y[n-2] = 2x[n] - x[n-1]; y[-1]= 0; y[-2] = 1,
x[n] = u[n]?

5. Solve the following:
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Title of Course: Technical Report Writing & Language Lab
Course Code: HU481
L-T-P scheme: 0-0-2 Course Credit: 2

Objectives:
1. To inculcate a sense of confidence in the students.
2. To help them become good communicators both socially and   professionally.
3. To assist them to enhance their power of Technical Communication.

Learning Outcomes:

Course Contents:
Exercises that must be done in this course are listed below:
Exercise No.1: Report Types (Organizational/Commercial/Business/Project)

Exercise No. 2: Report Format &Organization of Writing Materials

Exercise No. 3: Report Writing (Practice Sessions &Workshops)

Exercise No. 4: Introductory Lecture to help the students geta clearidea of Technical
Communication& the need of Language Laboratory Practice Sessions

Exercise No. 5: Conversation Practice Sessions: (To be done as real life interactions)
a) Training the students by using Language Lab Device/Recommended Texts/cassettes/cd to get their
Listening Skill & Speaking killhoned
b) Introducing Role Play & honing overall Communicative Competence

Exercise No. 6: Group Discussion Sessions:
a) Teaching Strategies of Group Discussion
b) Introducing Different Models & Topics of Group Discussion
c) Exploring Live/Recorded GD Sessions for mending students’ attitude/approach & fortaking
remedial measure Interview Sessions;
d) Training students to face Job Interviews confidently and successfully
e) Arranging Mock Interviews and Practice Sessions for integrating Listening Skill with
Speaking Skil in a formal situation for effective communication

Exercise No. 7: Presentation:
a) Teaching Presentation as a skill
b) Strategies and Standard Practices of Individual/Group Presentation
c) Media & Means of Presentation: OHP/POWERPOINT/Other Audio-Visual Aids

Exercise No. 8: Competitive Examination:
a) Making the studentsawareofProvincial/National/InternationalCompetitiveExaminations
b) Strategies/Tactics for success in Competitive Examinations
c) SWOT Analyse is and its Application in fixing Target

Text Book:
1. Nira Konar: English Language Laboratory: A Comprehensive Manual

D. Sudharani: Advanced Manual for Communication Laboratories& Technical Report Writing
Pearson Education (W.B.edition), 2011PHI Learning,2011
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Title of Course: Data structure & Algorithm Lab
Course Code: CS(EC)491
L-T-P scheme: 0-0-3                                                                                      Course Credit: 2

Objectives:
1. Develop problem solving ability using Programming.
2. Develop ability to design and analyze algorithms.
3. Introduce students to data abstraction and fundamental data structures.
4. Develop ability to design and evaluate Abstract Data Types and data structures.
5. Apply data structure concepts to various examples and real life applications

Learning Outcomes:
The course will use hands on practice and applying the knowledge gained in theory course
to different day to day real world applications..Upon the completion of data structure and
algorithm practical course, the student will be able to:

 Understand and implement different type of data structure techniques
 Analyze the hashing method.
 Implement different type of sorting searching techniques.

Course Contents:
Exercises that must be done in this course are listed below:
Exercise No.1: Implementation of array operations
Exercise No. 2: Implementation of linked lists: inserting, deleting a linked list.
Exercise No. 3: Stacks and Queues: adding, deleting elements
Exercise No. 4: EvaluationProblem: Evaluation of infix to postfix expressions on stack.
Exercise No. 5: Circular Queue: Adding & deleting elements
Exercise No. 6: Implementation of stacks using linked lists, Polynomial addition, Polynomial
multiplication
Exercise No. 7: Sparse Matrices: Multiplication, addition.
Exercise No. 8: Recursive and Non-recursive traversal of Trees
Exercise No. 9: Threaded binary tree traversal. AVL tree implementation
Exercise No. 10: Application of sorting and searching algorithms

Text Book:
1. Yashavant Kanetkar, Abduln A.P.J. Kalam,” Data Structure Through C”,2nd edition, BPB

Publications
2. Seymour Lipschutz,“Data Structures”,Revised First edition,McGraw Hill Education.

Recommended Systems/Software Requirements:
1. Intel based desktop PC with minimum of 166 MHZ or faster processor with at least 64 MB RAM

and 100 MB free disk space.
2. Turbo C or TC3 complier in Windows XP or Linux Operating System.

Exercise No.1: Implementation of array operations
Description:
An array is a collection of similar data elements. These data elements have the same data type.The
elements of the array are stored in consecutive memory locations and are referenced by an index(also
known as the subscript). The subscript is an ordinal number which is used to identify an element of
the array.There are a number of operations that can be performed on arrays. These operations
include:
Traversing an array
2) Inserting an element in an array
 Searching an element in an array
 Deleting an element from an array
 Merging two arrays
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 Sorting an array in ascending or descending order
Aim: Write a program to insert a number at a given location in an array.
Algorithm:
The algorithm INSERT will be declared as INSERT(A,N,POS,VAL). The arguments are
Step1: A, the array in which the element has to be inserted
Step2: N, the number of elements in the array
Step3: POS, the position at which the element has to be inserted
Step4: VAL, the value that has to be inserted

Program:
#include <stdio.h>
#include <conio.h>
int main()
{
int i, n, num, pos, arr[10];
clrscr();
printf("\n Enter the number of elements in the array : ");
scanf("%d", &n);
for(i=0;i<n;i++)
{
printf("\n arr[%d] = ", i);
scanf("%d", &arr[i]);

}
printf("\n Enter the number to be inserted : ");
scanf("%d", &num);
printf("\n Enter the position at which the number has to be added : scanf("%d", &pos);
for(i=n–1;i>=pos;i––)
arr[i+1] = arr[i];

arr[pos] = num;
n = n+1;
printf("\n The array after insertion of %d is : ", num);
for(i=0;i<n;i++)
printf("\n arr[%d] = %d", i, arr[i]);
getch();
return 0;

}
Input:
Enter the number of elements in the array : 5
arr[0] = 1
arr[1] = 2
arr[2] = 3
arr[3] = 4
arr[4] = 5
Enter the number to be inserted : 0
Enter the position at which the number has to be added : 3

Output:
The array after insertion of 0 is :
arr[0] = 1
arr[1] = 2
arr[2] = 3
arr[3] = 0
arr[4] = 4
arr[5] = 5

Aim:Write a program to delete a number from a given location in an array.
Algorithm:
The algorithm DELETE will be declared as DELETE(A, N,POS). The arguments are:
Step1:A, the array from which the element has to be deleted
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Step2: N, the number of elements in the array
Step3: POS, the position from which the element has to be deleted

Program
#include <stdio.h>
#include <conio.h>
int main()
{
int i, n, pos, arr[10];
clrscr();
printf("\n Enter the number of elements in the array : ");
scanf("%d", &n);
for(i=0;i<n;i++)
{
printf("\n arr[%d] = ", i);
scanf("%d", &arr[i]);

}
printf("\nEnter the position from which the number has to be deleted : ");
scanf("%d", &pos);
for(i=pos; i<n–1;i++)
arr[i] = arr[i+1];

n––;
printf("\n The array after deletion is : ");
for(i=0;i<n;i++)
printf("\n arr[%d] = %d", i, arr[i]);

getch();
return 0;

}
Input:
Enter the number of elements in the array : 5
arr[0] = 1
arr[1] = 2
arr[2] = 3
arr[3] = 4
arr[4] = 5
Enter the position from which the number has to be deleted : 3
Output:
The array after deletion is :
arr[0] = 1
arr[1] = 2
arr[2] = 3
arr[3] = 5

Lab assignment:
1) Merging two arrays
2) Sorting an array in ascending or descending order

Exercise No. 2: Implementation of linked lists: inserting, deleting a linked list.

Description:
A singly linked list is the simplest type of linked list in which every node contains some data anda
pointer to the next node of the same data type. By saying that the node contains a pointer to the next
node, we mean that the node stores the address of the next node in sequence.
A new node is added into an already existing linked list like
Case 1: The new node is inserted at the beginning.
Case 2: The new node is inserted at the end.
Case 3: The new node is inserted after a given node.
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Case 4: The new node is inserted before a given node.
Before we describe the algorithms to perform insertions in all these four cases, let us first discuss an
important term called OVERFLOW. Overflow is a condition that occurs when AVAIL = NULL or
no free memory cell is present in the system. When this condition occurs, the program must give an
appropriate message.
A node is deleted from an already existing linked list like
Case 1: The first node is deleted.
Case 2: The last node is deleted.
Case 3: The node after a given node is deleted.
Before we describe the algorithms in all these three cases, let us first discuss an important
termCalled UNDERFLOW. Underflow is a condition that occurs when we try to delete a node from
a linked list that is empty. This happens when START = NULL or when there are no more nodes to
delete.
Note that when we delete a node from a linked list, we actually have to free the memory occupied by
that node. The memory is returned to the free pool so that it can be used to store other programs and
data. Whatever be the case of deletion, we always change the AVAIL pointer so that it points to the
address that has been recently vacated.
Algorithm:
Insertion(A) Inserting a Node Before a Given Node in a Linked List

Step 1: IF AVAIL=NULL
Write OVERFLOWGo to Step 12
[END OF IF]
NEW_NODE
Step 2: SET = AVAIL
Step 3: SET AVAIL=AVAIL NEXT
Step 4: SET NEW_NODE ->DATA=VAL
Step 5: SET PTR=START
Step 6: SET PREPTR=PTR
Step 7: Repeat Steps8and9while PTR DATA != NUM
Step 8: SET PREPTR=PTR
Step 9: SET PTR=PTR->NEXT
[END OF LOOP]
Step 10:PREPTR->NEXT = NEW_NODE
Step 11: SET NEW_NODE-> NEXT=PTR
Step 12: EXIT
Insertion(B) Inserting a Node After a Given Node in a Linked List
Step 1: IF AVAIL=NULL
Write OVERFLOW Go to Step 12
[END OF IF]
Step 2: SET = AVAIL->NEW_NODE
Step 3: SET AVAIL=AVAIL->NEXT
Step 4: SET DATA=VAL->NEW_NODE
Step 5: SET PTR=START
Step 6: SET PREPTR=PTR
Step 7: Repeat Steps8and9while PREPTR->DATA!= NUM
Step 8: SET PREPTR=PTR
Step 9: SET PTR=PTR->NEXT
[END OF LOOP]
Step 10: PREPTR->NEXT =NEW_NODE
Step 11: SET NEW_NODE->NEXT=PTR
Step 12: EXIT

Deletion
Step 1: IF START=NULL
Write UNDERFLOW
Go to Step 10
[END OF IF]
Step 2: SET PTR=START
Step 3: SET PREPTR=PTR
Step 4: Repeat Steps5and6while PREPTR DATA != NUM
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Step 5: SET PREPTR=PTR
Step 6: SET PTR=PTR->NEXT
[END OF LOOP]
Step 7: SET TEMP=PTR
Step 8: SET PREPTR->NEXT=PTR->NEXT
Step 9: FREE TEMP
Step 10:EXIT

Aim:Write a program to create a linked list and perform insertions and deletions Write
functions to sort and finally delete the entire list at once.
#include <stdio.h>
#include <stdlib.h>
#include <conio.h>
#include <malloc.h>
struct node
{
int data;
struct node *next;

};
struct node *start = NULL;
struct node *create_ll(struct node *);
struct node *display(struct node *);
struct node *insert_beg(struct node *);
struct node *insert_end(struct node *);
struct node *insert_before(struct node *);
struct node *insert_after(struct node *);
struct node *delete_beg(struct node *);
struct node *delete_end(struct node *);
struct node *delete_node(struct node *);
struct node *delete_after(struct node *);
struct node *delete_list(struct node *);
struct node *sort_list(struct node *);
int main(int argc, char *argv[]) {
int option;
do
{
printf(“\n\n *****MAIN MENU *****”);
printf(“\n 1:  Create a list”);
printf(“\n 2:  Display the list”);
printf(“\n 3:  Add a node at the beginning”);
printf(“\n 4:  Add a node at the end”);
printf(“\n 5:  Add a node before a given node”);
printf(“\n 6:  Add a node after a given node”);
printf(“\n 7:  Delete a node from the beginning”);

printf(“\n 8:  Delete a node from the end”);
printf(“\n 9:  Delete a given node”);
printf(“\n 10: Delete a node after a given node”);
printf(“\n 11: Delete the entire list”);
printf(“\n 12: Sort the list”);
printf(“\n 13: EXIT”);
printf(“\n\n Enter your option : “);

scanf(“%d”, &option);
switch(option)
{

case 1: start = create_ll(start);
printf(“\n LINKED LIST CREATED”);

break;
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case 2: start = display(start);
break;

case 3: start = insert_beg(start);
break;

case 4: start = insert_end(start);
break;

case 5: start = insert_before(start);
break;

case 6: start = insert_after(start);
break;

case 7: start = delete_beg(start);
break;

case 8: start = delete_end(start);
break;

case 9: start = delete_node(start);
break;

case 10: start = delete_after(start);
break;

case 11: start = delete_list(start);
printf(“\n LINKED LIST DELETED”);

break;
case 12: start = sort_list(start);

break;
}

}while(option !=13);
return 0;
struct node *create_ll(struct node *start)
struct node *new_node, *ptr;
printf(“\n Enter -1 to end”);
printf(“\n Enter the data : “);
scanf(“%d”, &num);
while(num!=-1)
new_node = (struct node*)malloc(sizeof(struct node));
new_node -> data=num;

if(start==NULL)
{

new_node -> next = NULL;
start =

new_node;
}
else
{
ptr=start;
while(ptr->next!=NULL)
ptr=ptr->next;
ptr->next =

new_node;
new_node->next=NULL;

}
printf(“\n Enter the data : “);
scanf(“%d”, &num);

}
return start;

}
struct node *display(struct node *start)
{
struct node *ptr;
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ptr = start;
while(ptr != NULL)
{
printf(“\t %d”, ptr -> data);
ptr = ptr -> next;

}
return start;

}
struct node *insert_beg(struct node *start)
{
struct node *new_node;
int num;
printf(“\n Enter the data : “);
scanf(“%d”, &num);
new_node = (struct node *)malloc(sizeof(struct node));
new_node -> data = num;
new_node -> next = start;
start = new_node;
return start;

}
struct node *insert_end(struct node *start)
{
struct node *ptr, *new_node;
int num;
printf(“\n Enter the data : “);
scanf(“%d”, &num);
new_node = (struct node *)malloc(sizeof(struct node));
new_node -> data = num;
new_node -> next = NULL;
ptr = start;
while(ptr -> next != NULL)
ptr = ptr -> next;
ptr -> next = new_node;
return start;

}
struct node *insert_before(struct node *start)
{
struct node *new_node, *ptr, *preptr;
int num, val;
printf(“\n Enter the data : “);
scanf(“%d”, &num);
printf(“\n Enter the value before which the data has to be inserted : “);
scanf(“%d”, &val);
new_node = (struct node *)malloc(sizeof(struct node));
new_node -> data = num;
ptr = start;
while(ptr -> data != val)
{
preptr = ptr;
ptr = ptr -> next;

}
preptr -> next = new_node;
new_node -> next = ptr;
return start;

}
struct node *insert_after(struct node *start)
{
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struct node *new_node, *ptr, *preptr;
int num, val;
printf(“\n Enter the data : “);
scanf(“%d”, &num);
printf(“\n Enter the value after which the data has to be inserted : “);

scanf(“%d”, &val);
new_node = (struct node *)malloc(sizeof(struct node));
new_node -> data = num;
ptr = start;
preptr = ptr;
while(preptr -> data != val)
{
preptr = ptr;
ptr = ptr -> next;
}

preptr -> next=new_node;
new_node -> next = ptr;
return start;
struct node *delete_beg(struct node *start)
struct node *ptr;
ptr = start;
start = start -> next;
free(ptr);

return start;
struct node *delete_end(struct node *start)
struct node *ptr, *preptr;
ptr = start;
while(ptr -> next != NULL)
{
preptr = ptr;
ptr = ptr -> next;
}

preptr -> next = NULL;
free(ptr);

return start;
struct node *delete_node(struct node *start)
struct node *ptr, *preptr;
int val;
printf(“\n Enter the value of the node which has to be deleted : “);
scanf(“%d”, &val);
ptr = start;
if(ptr -> data == val)
{

start = delete_beg(start);
return start;
}
else
{

while(ptr -> data != val)
{
preptr = ptr;
ptr = ptr -> next;

}
preptr -> next = ptr -> next;
free(ptr);
return start;

}
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}
struct node *delete_after(struct node *start)
{
struct node *ptr, *preptr;
int val;
printf(“\n Enter the value after which the node has to deleted : “);
scanf(“%d”, &val);
ptr = start;
preptr = ptr;
while(preptr -> data != val)
{
preptr = ptr;
ptr = ptr -> next;

}
preptr -> next=ptr -> next;
free(ptr);
return start;

}
struct node *delete_list(struct node *start)
{

struct
node *ptr;

if(start!=NULL){
ptr=start;
while(ptr != NULL)
{
printf(“\n %d is to be deleted next”, ptr -> data);
start =

delete_beg(ptr);
ptr =

start;
}

}

return start;
}
struct node *sort_list(struct node *start)
{
struct node *ptr1, *ptr2;
int temp;
ptr1 = start;
while(ptr1 -> next != NULL)
{
ptr2 = ptr1 -> next;
while(ptr2 != NULL)
{
if(ptr1 -> data > ptr2 -> data)
{

temp = ptr1 -> data;
ptr1 -> data = ptr2 -> data;
ptr2 -> data = temp;

}
ptr2 = ptr2 -> next;

}
ptr1 = ptr1 -> next;
}

return start;  // Had to be added
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}
Input:
3
4
5
Output:

*****MAIN MENU *****
1: Create a list
2: Display the list
3: Add a node at the beginning
4: Add the node at the end
5: Add the node before a given node
6: Add the node after a given node
7: Delete a node from the beginning
8: Delete a node from the end
9: Delete a given node
10: Delete a node after a given node
11: Delete the entire list
12: Sort the list
13: Exit

Enter your option : 1
Enter the data :3
Enter your option : 2
3
Enter your option : 3
Enter the data : 4
Enter your option : 6
Add after given node:4
Enter the data : 5
Enter your option : 2
4 5 3
Enter your option : 10
Delete after a given node:5
Enter your option : 2
4 5

Lab Assignment:
1) WAP to implement circular linked list.
2) WAP to insert and delete an element in a doubly linked list(all cases).

Exercise No. 3: Stacks and Queues: adding, deleting elements
Description:
A stack is a linear data structure which uses the same principle, i.e., the elements in a stack are added
and removed only from one end, which is called theTOP. Hence, a stack is called a LIFO (Last-In
First-Out) datastructure, as the element that was inserted last is the first one to be taken out.
A stack supports three basic operations: push, pop, and peek. The push operation adds an element to the
top of the stack and the pop operation removes the element from the top of the stack. The peek
operation returns the value of the topmost element of the stack.

Aim: Write a program to perform Push, Pop, and Peek operations on a stack.
Algorithm:
Insertion:
Step 1: IF TOP=MAX-1

PRINT OVERFLOW
Goto Step 4
[END OF IF]
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Step 2: SET TOP=TOP+1
Step 3: SET STACK[TOP]=VALUE
Step 4: END

Deletion:
Step 1: IF TOP=NULL

PRINT UNDERFLOW
Goto Step 4
[END OF IF]

Step 2: SET VAL=STACK[TOP]
Step 3: SET TOP=TOP-1
Step 4: END

Peek:
Step 1: IF TOP=NULL

PRINT STACK IS EMPTY
Goto Step 3

Step 2: RETURN STACK[TOP]
Step 3: END

Program:
#include <stdio.h>
#include <stdlib.h>
#include <conio.h>
#define MAX 3 // Altering this value changes size of stack created
int st[MAX], top=-1;
void push(int st[], int val);
int pop(int st[]);
int peek(int st[]);
void display(int st[]);
int main(int argc, char *argv[]) {
int val, option;
do
{
printf("\n *****MAIN MENU*****");
printf("\n 1. PUSH");
printf("\n 2. POP");
printf("\n 3. PEEK");
printf("\n 4. DISPLAY");
printf("\n 5. EXIT");
printf("\n Enter your option: ");
scanf("%d", &option);
switch(option)
{
case 1:
printf("\n Enter the number to be pushed on stack: ");
scanf("%d", &val);
push(st, val);
break;

case 2:
val = pop(st);
if(val != -1)
printf("\n The value deleted from stack is: %d", val);
break;

case 3:
val = peek(st);
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if(val != -1)
printf("\n The value stored at top of stack is: %d", val);
break;

case 4:
display(st);
break;

}
}while(option != 5);
return 0;

}
void push(int st[], int val)
{
if(top == MAX-1)
{
printf("\n STACK OVERFLOW");

}
else
{
top++;
st[top] = val;

}
}
int pop(int st[])
{
int val;
if(top == -1)
{
printf("\n STACK UNDERFLOW");
return -1;

}
else
{
val = st[top];
top--;
return val;

}
}
void display(int st[])
{
int i;
if(top == -1)
printf("\n STACK IS EMPTY");
else
{
for(i=top;i>=0;i--)
printf("\n %d",st[i]);
printf("\n"); // Added for formatting purposes

}
}
int peek(int st[])
{
if(top == -1)
{
printf("\n STACK IS EMPTY");
return -1;

}
else
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return (st[top]);
}
Output
*****MAIN MENU*****
1. PUSH
2. POP
3. PEEK
4. DISPLAY
5. EXIT
Enter your option : 1
Enter the number to be pushed on stack : 500
Enter your option : 1
Enter the number to be pushed on stack : 700
Enter your option : 4
700 500
Enter your option : 3
Enter your option : 4
700
Enter your option : 2
Enter your option : 4
500
Description:
A queue is a FIFO (First-In, First-Out) data structure in which the element that is inserted first is the
first one to be taken out.The elements in a queue are added at one end called the REAR and
removed from the other end called the FRONT. Queues can be implemented by using either arrays
or linked lists.
Aim: Write a program to perform Insertion, Deletion, and Peek operations on a queue.
Algorithm:
Insertion:
Step 1: IF REAR=MAX-1

Write OVERFLOW
Goto step 4
[END OF IF]

Step 2: IF FRONT=-1 and REAR=-1
SET FRONT=REAR =ELSE
SET REAR=REAR+1

[END OF IF]
Step 3: SET QUEUE[REAR]=NUM
Step 4: EXIT
Deletion:
Step 1: IF FRONT=-1OR FRONT>REAR

Write UNDERFLOW
ELSE

SET VAL=QUEUE[FRONT]
SET FRONT=FRONT+1

[END OF IF]
Step 2: EXIT
Program:
#include <stdio.h>
#include <conio.h>
#define MAX 10 // Changing this value will change length of array
int queue[MaX];
int front = -1, rear = -1;
void insert(void);
int delete_element(void);
int peek(void);
void display(void);
int main()
{
int option, val;
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do
{
printf(“\n\n ***** MAIN MENU *****”);
printf(“\n 1. Insert an element”);
printf(“\n 2. Delete an element”);
printf(“\n 3. Peek”);
printf(“\n 4. Display the queue”);
printf(“\n 5. EXIT”);
printf(“\n Enter your option : “);
scanf(“%d”, &option);
switch(option)
{
case 1:
insert();
break;

case 2:
val = delete_element();
if (val != -1)
printf(“\n The number deleted is : %d”, val);
break;

case 3:
val = peek();
if (val != -1)
printf(“\n The first value in queue is : %d”, val);
break;

case 4:
display();
break;

}
}while(option != 5);
getch();
return 0;

}
void insert()
{
int num;
printf(“\n Enter the number to be inserted in the queue : “);
scanf(“%d”, &num);
if(rear == MAX-1)
printf(“\n OVERFLOW”);
else if(front == -1 && rear == -1)
front = rear = 0;
else
rear++;
queue[rear] = num;

}
int delete_element()
{
int val;

if(front == -1 || front>rear)
{
printf(“\n UNDERFLOW”);
return -1;
}
else
{
val = queue[front];
front++;
if(front > rear)
front = rear = -1;
return val;
}

int peek()
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if(front==-1 || front>rear)
{
printf(“\n QUEUE IS EMPTY”);
return -1;
}
else
{
return queue[front];
}

void display()
int i;
printf(“\n”);
if(front == -1 || front > rear)
printf(“\n QUEUE IS EMPTY”);
else
{
for(i = front;i <= rear;i++)
printf(“\t %d”, queue[i]);
}

Output:
***** MAIN MENU *****"
1. Insert an element
2. Delete an element
3. Peek
4. Display the queue
5. Exit
Enter your option : 1
Enter the number to be inserted in the queue : 50

Exercise No. 4: Evaluation Problem: Evaluation of infix to postfix expressions on stack.
Description:
Infix, postfix, and prefix notations are three different but equivalent notations of writing algebraic
expressions. For example, if an expression is written as A+B in infix notation, the same expression can
be written as AB+ in postfix notation. The order of evaluation of a postfix expression is always from
left to right. Even brackets cannot alter the order of evaluation. The expression (A+B)*C can be written
as: [AB+]*C =>AB+C* in the postfix notation.
Aim:Write a program to convert a given infix expression into its postfix Equivalent,
Implement the stack using an array.
Algorithm:
Step 1: Add)to the end of the infix expression
Step 2: Push(onto the stack
Step 3: Repeat until each character in the infix notation is scanned
IF a(is encountered, push it on the stack
IF an operand (whetheradigit oracharacter) is encountered, add it to thepostfix expression.
IF a)is encountered, then

a. Repeatedly pop from stack and add it to the postfix expression until a
(is encountered.

b. Discard the (.That is, remove the(from stack and do notadd it to the postfix expression
IF an operator is encountered, then

a. Repeatedly pop from stack and add each operator (popped from the stack) to thepostfix expression
which has the same precedence orahigher precedence than )

b. Push the operator to the stack
[END OF IF]
Step 4: Repeatedly pop from the stack and add it to the postfix expression until the stack is empty
Step 5: EXIT
Program:
#include<stdio.h>
#include<string.h>
#include<stdlib.h>
#define MAX 20
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char stack[MAX];
int top=1;
char pop(); /*declaration of  pop function*/
void push(char item); /*declaration of  push function*/
int prcd(char symbol) /*checking the precedence*/
{

switch(symbol) /*assigning values for symbols*/
{

case '+':
case '-': return 2;
break;
case '*':
case '/': return 4;
break;
case '^':return 6;
break;
case '(':
case ')':
case '#':return 1;

break;
}

}
int(isoperator(char symbol)) /*assigning  operators*/
{

switch(symbol)
{

case '+':
case '*':

case '-':
case '/':
case '^':
case '(':
case ')':return 1;
break;
default:return 0;

}
}

/*converting infix to postfix*/
void convertip(char infix[],char postfix[])
{
int i,symbol,j=0;
stack[++top]='#';
for(i=0;i<strlen(infix);i++)
{
symbol=infix[i];
if(isoperator(symbol)==0)
{

postfix[j]=symbol;
j++;

}
else
{

if(symbol=='(')
push(symbol); /*function call  for pushing elements into the stack*/
else if(symbol==')')
{

while(stack[top]!='(')
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{
postfix[j]=pop();
j++;

}
pop(); /*function call  for popping elements into the stack*/

}
else
{

if(prcd(symbol)>prcd(stack[top]))
push(symbol);
else
{

while(prcd(symbol)<=prcd(stack[top]))
{

postfix[j]=pop();
j++;

}
push(symbol);

}/*end of else loop*/
}/*end of else loop*/

} /*end of else loop*/
}/*end of for loop*/

While (stack[top]!='#')
{

postfix[j]=pop();
j++;

}
postfix[j]='\0'; /*null terminate string*/

}
/*main program*/
void main()
{

char infix[20],postfix[20];
printf("enter the valid infix string \n");
gets(infix);
convertip(infix,postfix); /*function call   for converting infix to postfix */
printf("the corresponding postfix string is:\n");

puts(postfix);
}

/*push operation*/
void push(char item)
{

top++;
stack[top]=item;

}
/*pop operation*/
char pop()
{

char a;
a=stack[top];
top--;
return a;

}
Input:
A+B*C
Output:
ABC*+
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Exercise No. 5: Circular Queue: Adding & deleting elements
Description:
In the circular queue, the first index comes right after the last index.The circular queue will be

full only when FRONT=0 and REAR=Max–1. A circular queue is implemented in the same manner as a
linear queue is implemented.
Aim: Write a program to implement a circular queue using array.
Algorithm:
Insertion:
Step 1: IF FRONT = and Rear=MAX-1

Write OVERFLOW
Goto step 4

[End OF IF]

Step 2:
IF FRONT=-1 and REAR=-1

SET FRONT=REAR =0
ELSE IF REAR=MAX-1and FRONT !=0

SET REAR =0
ELSE

SET REAR=REAR+1
[END OF IF]
Step 3: SET QUEUE[REAR]=VAL
Step 4: EXIT
Deletion:
Step 1: IF FRONT=-1

Write UNDERFLOW
Goto Step 4

[END of IF]
Step 2: SET VAL=QUEUE[FRONT]
Step 3: IF FRONT=REAR

SET FRONT=REAR=-1
ELSE

IF FRONT=MAX -1
SET FRONT =0

ELSE
SET FRONT=FRONT+1

[END of IF]
[END OF IF]

Step 4: EXIT

Program:
#include <stdio.h>
#include <conio.h>
#define MAX 10
int queue[MAX];
int front=–1, rear=–1;
void insert(void);
int delete_element(void);
int peek(void);
void display(void);
int main()
{
int option, val;
clrscr();
do
{
printf("\n ***** MAIN MENU *****");
printf("\n 1. Insert an element");
printf("\n 2. Delete an element");
printf("\n 3. Peek");
printf("\n 4. Display the queue");
printf("\n 5. EXIT");
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printf("\n Enter your option : ");
scanf("%d", &option);
switch(option)
{
case 1:
insert();
break;

case 2:
val = delete_element();
if(val!=–1)
printf("\n The number deleted is : %d", val);
break;

case 3:
val = peek();
if(val!=–1)
printf("\n The first value in queue is : %d",     break;

case 4:
display();
break;

}
}while(option!=5);
getch();
return 0;

}
void insert()
{
int num;
printf("\n Enter the number to be inserted in the queue : ");
scanf("%d", &num);
if(front==0 && rear==MAX–1)
printf("\n OVERFLOW");

else if(front==–1 && rear==–1)
{
front=rear=0;
queue[rear]=num;

}
else if(rear==MAX–1 && front!=0)
{
rear=0;
queue[rear]=num;

}
else
{
rear++;
queue[rear]=num;

}
}
int delete_element()
{
int val;
if(front==–1 && rear==–1)
{
printf("\n UNDERFLOW");
return –1;
}

val = queue[front];
if(front==rear)
front=rear=–1;

else
{
if(front==MAX–1)
front=0;

else
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front++;
}
return val;

}
int peek()
{
if(front==–1 && rear==–1)
{
printf("\n QUEUE IS EMPTY");
return –1;

}
else
{
return queue[front];

}
}
void display()
{
int i;
printf("\n");
if (front ==–1 && rear= =–1)
printf ("\n QUEUE IS EMPTY");

else
{
if(front<rear)
{
for(i=front;i<=rear;i++)
printf("\t %d", queue[i]);

}
else
{
for(i=front;i<MAX;i++)
printf("\t %d", queue[i]);

for(i=0;i<=rear;i++)
printf("\t %d", queue[i]);

}
}

}
Output
***** MAIN MENU *****
1. Insert an element
2. Delete an element
3. Peek
4. Display the queue
5. EXIT
Enter your option : 1
Enter the number to be inserted in the queue : 25
Enter your option : 2
The number deleted is : 25
Enter your option : 3
QUEUE IS EMPTY
Enter your option : 5

Exercise No. 6: Implementation of Polynomial addition, Polynomial
multiplicationusing linked lists.
Description:
A polynomial is represented in the memory using a linked list. Consider a polynomial 6x3+9x2+7x+1.
Every individual term in a polynomial consists of two parts, a coefficientand a power. Here, 6, 9, 7,
and 1 are the coefficients of the terms that have 3, 2, 1, and 0 as theirpowers respectively.
Every term of a polynomial can be represented as a node of the linked list

6   3 9   2 7  1 1  0   x
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Aim:Write a program to add two polynomials.
Program:
#include <stdio.h>
typedef struct pnode
{
float coef;
int exp;
struct pnode *next;
}p;
p *getnode();
void main()
{
p *p1,*p2,*p3;

p *getpoly(),*add(p*,p*);

void display(p*);
clrscr();
printf(“\n enter first polynomial”);
p1=getpoly();
printf(“\n enter second polynomial”);
p2=getpoly();
printf(“\nthe first polynomial is”);
display(p1);
printf(“\nthe second polynomial is”);
display(p2);
p3=add(p1,p2);
printf(“\naddition of two polynomial is :\n”);
display(p3);

}
p *getpoly()
{
p *temp,*New,*last;
int flag,exp;
char ans;
float coef;
temp=NULL;
flag=1;
printf(“\nenter the polynomial in descending order of exponent”);
do
{
printf(“\nenter the coef & exponent of a term”);
scanf(“%f%d”,&coef,&exp);
New=getnode();
if(New==NULL)
printf(“\nmemory cannot be allocated”);
New->coef=coef;
New->exp=exp;
if(flag==1)
{
temp=New;
last=temp;
flag=0;
}
else
{
last->next=New;
last=New;
}
printf(“\ndou want to more terms”);
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ans=getch();
}
while(ans==’y');
return(temp);
}
p *getnode()
{
p *temp;
temp=(p*) malloc (sizeof(p));
temp->next=NULL;
return(temp);
}
void display(p*head)
{
p*temp;
temp=head;
if(temp==NULL)
printf(“\npolynomial empty”);
while(temp->next!=NULL)
{
printf(“%0.1fx^%d+”,temp->coef,temp->exp);
temp=temp->next;
}
printf(“\n%0.1fx^%d”,temp->coef,temp->exp);
getch();
}
p*add(p*first,p*second)
{
p *p1,*p2,*temp,*dummy;
char ch;
float coef;
p *append(int,float,p*);
p1=first;
p2=second;
temp=(p*)malloc(sizeof(p));
if(temp==NULL)
printf(“\nmemory cannot be allocated”);
dummy=temp;
while(p1!=NULL&&p2!=NULL)
{
if(p1->exp==p2->exp)
{
coef=p1->coef+p2->coef;
temp=append(p1->exp,coef,temp);
p1=p1->next;
p2=p2->next;
}
else
if(p1->expexp)
{
coef=p2->coef;
temp=append(p2->exp,coef,temp);
p2=p2->next;
}
else
if(p1->exp>p2->exp)
{
coef=p1->coef;
temp=append(p1->exp,coef,temp);
p1=p1->next;
}
}
while(p1!=NULL)
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{
temp=append(p1->exp,p1->coef,temp);
p1=p1->next;
}
while(p2!=NULL)
{
temp=append(p2->exp,p2->coef,temp);
p2=p2->next;
}
temp->next=NULL;
temp=dummy->next;
free(dummy);
return(temp);
}
p*append(int Exp,float Coef,p*temp)
{
p*New,*dum;
New=(p*)malloc(sizeof(p));
if(New==NULL)
printf(“\ncannot be allocated”);
New->exp=Exp;
New->coef=Coef;
New->next=NULL;
dum=temp;
dum->next=New;
dum=New;
return(dum);
}
Input:
A^2+2A+2
A^3+3A+3
Output:
A^3+A^2+5A+5
Lab Assignment:

1) Write a program to multiply two polynomials.

Exercise No. 7: Sparse Matrices: Multiplication, addition.
Description:
Sparse matrix is a matrix that has large number of elements with a zero value. In order to efficiently
utilize the memory, specialized algorithms and data structures that take advantage of the sparse
structure should be used. If we apply the operations using standard matrix structures and algorithms
to sparse matrices, then the execution will slow down and the matrix will consume large amount of
memory. Sparse data can be easily compressed, which in turn can significantly reduce memory
usage.
Aim: Write a program to multiply sparse matrices.
Program:
#include<stdio.h>
#include<conio.h>
#include<alloc.h>
#define MAX1 3
#define MAX2 3
#define MAXSIZE 20
#define TRUE 1
#define FALSE 2
struct sparse
{
int *sp ;
int row ;
int *result ;
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} ;
void initsparse ( struct sparse * ) ;
void create_array ( struct sparse * ) ;
int count ( struct sparse ) ;
void display ( struct sparse ) ;
void create_tuple ( struct sparse*, struct sparse ) ;
void display_tuple ( struct sparse ) ;
void prodmat ( struct sparse *, struct sparse, struct sparse ) ;
void searchina ( int *sp, int ii, int*p, int*flag ) ;
void searchinb ( int *sp, int jj, int colofa, int*p, int*flag ) ;
void display_result ( struct sparse ) ;
void delsparse ( struct sparse * ) ;
void main( )
{
struct sparse s[5] ;
int i ;
clrscr( ) ;
for ( i = 0 ; i<= 3 ; i++ )
initsparse ( &s[i] ) ;
create_array ( &s[0] ) ;
create_tuple ( &s[1], s[0] ) ;
display_tuple ( s[1] ) ;
create_array ( &s[2] ) ;
create_tuple ( &s[3], s[2] ) ;
display_tuple ( s[3] ) ;
prodmat ( &s[4], s[1], s[3] ) ;
printf ( "\nResult of multiplication of two matrices: " ) ;
display_result ( s[4] ) ;
for ( i = 0 ; i<= 3 ; i++ )
delsparse ( &s[i] ) ;
getch( ) ;
}
/* initialises elements of structure */
void initsparse ( struct sparse *p )
{
p -> sp = NULL ;
p -> result = NULL ;
}
/* dynamically creates the matrix */
void create_array ( struct sparse *p )
{
int n, i ;
/* allocate memory */
p -> sp = ( int * ) malloc ( MAX1 * MAX2 * sizeof ( int ) ) ;
/* add elements to the array */
for ( i = 0 ; i< MAX1 * MAX2 ; i++ )
{
printf ( "Enter element no. %d: ", i ) ;
scanf ( "%d", &n ) ;
* ( p -> sp + i ) = n ;
}
}
/* displays the contents of the matrix */
void display ( struct sparse s )
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{
int i ;
/* traverses the entire matrix */
for ( i = 0 ; i< MAX1 * MAX2 ; i++ )
{
/* positions the cursor to the new line for every new row */
if ( i % 3 == 0 )
printf ( "\n" ) ;
printf ( "%d\t", * ( s.sp + i ) ) ;
}
}
/* counts the number of non-zero elements */
int count ( struct sparse s )
{
int cnt = 0, i ;
for ( i = 0 ; i< MAX1 * MAX2 ; i++ )
{
if ( * ( s.sp + i ) != 0 )
cnt++ ;
}
return cnt ;
}
/* creates an array that stores information about non-zero elements */
void create_tuple ( struct sparse *p, struct sparse s )
{
int r = 0 , c = -1, l = -1, i ;
/* get the total number of non-zero elements */
p -> row = count ( s ) + 1 ;
/* allocate memory */
p -> sp = ( int * ) malloc ( p -> row * 3 * sizeof ( int ) ) ;
/* store information about total no. of rows, cols, and non-zero values */
* ( p -> sp + 0 ) = MAX1 ;
* ( p -> sp + 1 ) = MAX2 ;
* ( p -> sp + 2 ) = p -> row - 1 ;
l = 2 ;
/* scan the array and store info. about non-zero values in the 3-tuple */
for ( i = 0 ; i< MAX1 * MAX2 ; i++ )
{
c++ ;
/* sets the row and column values */
if ( ( ( i % 3 ) == 0 ) && ( i != 0 ) )
{
r++ ;
c = 0 ;
}
/* checks for non-zero element, row, column and non-zero value is assigned to the matrix */
if ( * ( s.sp + i ) != 0 )
{
l++ ;
* ( p -> sp + l ) = r ;
l++ ;
* ( p -> sp + l ) = c ;
l++ ;
* ( p -> sp + l ) = * ( s.sp + i ) ;
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}
}
}
/* displays the contents of the matrix */
void display_tuple ( struct sparse s )
{
int i, j ;
/* traverses the entire matrix */
printf ( "\nElements in a 3-tuple: " ) ;
j = ( * ( s.sp + 2 ) * 3 ) + 3 ;
for ( i = 0 ; i< j ; i++ )
{
/* positions the cursor to the new line for every new row */
if ( i % 3 == 0 )
printf ( "\n" ) ;
printf ( "%d\t", * ( s.sp + i ) ) ;
}
printf ( "\n" ) ;
}
/* performs multiplication of sparse matrices */
void prodmat ( struct sparse *p, struct sparse a, struct sparse b )
{
int sum, k, position, posi, flaga, flagb, i , j ;
k = 1 ;
p -> result = ( int * ) malloc ( MAXSIZE * 3 * sizeof ( int ) ) ;
for ( i = 0 ; i< * ( a.sp + 0 * 3 + 0 ) ; i++ )
{
for ( j = 0 ; j< * ( b.sp + 0 * 3 + 1 ) ; j++ )
{
/* search if an element present at ith row */
searchina ( a.sp, i, &position, &flaga ) ;
if ( flaga == TRUE )
{
sum = 0 ;
/* run loop till there are element at ith row in first 3-tuple */
while ( * ( a.sp + position * 3 + 0 ) == i )
{
/* search if an element present at ith col. in second 3-tuple */
searchinb ( b.sp, j, * ( a.sp + position * 3 + 1 ), &posi, &flagb ) ;
/* if found then multiply */
if ( flagb == TRUE )
sum = sum + * ( a.sp + position * 3 + 2 ) * * ( b.sp + posi * 3 + 2 ) ;
position = position + 1 ;
}
/* add result */
if ( sum != 0 )
{
* ( p -> result + k * 3 + 0 ) = i ;
* ( p -> result + k * 3 + 1 ) = j ;
* ( p -> result + k * 3 + 2 ) = sum ;
k = k + 1 ;
}
}
}
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}
/* add total no. of rows, cols and non-zero values */
* ( p -> result + 0 * 3 + 0 ) = * ( a.sp + 0 * 3 + 0 ) ;
* ( p -> result + 0 * 3 + 1 ) = * ( b.sp + 0 * 3 + 1 ) ;
* ( p -> result + 0 * 3 + 2 ) = k - 1 ;
}
/* searches if an element present at iith row */
void searchina ( int *sp, int ii, int *p, int *flag )
{
int j ;
*flag = FALSE ;
for ( j = 1 ; j<= * ( sp + 0 * 3 + 2 ) ; j++ )
{
if ( * ( sp + j * 3 + 0 ) == ii )
{
*p = j ;
*flag = TRUE ;
return ;
}
}
}
/* searches if an element where col. of first 3-tuple is equal to row of second 3-tuple */
void searchinb ( int *sp, int jj, int colofa, int *p, int *flag )
{
int j ;
*flag = FALSE ;
for ( j = 1 ; j<= * ( sp + 0 * 3 + 2 ) ; j++ )
{
if ( * ( sp + j * 3 + 1 ) == jj && * ( sp + j * 3 + 0 ) == colofa )
{
*p = j ;
*flag = TRUE ;
return ;
}
}
}
/* displays the contents of the matrix */
void display_result ( struct sparse s )
{
int i ;
/* traverses the entire matrix */
for ( i = 0 ; i< ( * ( s.result + 0 + 2 ) + 1 ) * 3 ; i++ )
{
/* positions the cursor to the new line for every new row */
if ( i % 3 == 0 )
printf ( "\n" ) ;
printf ( "%d\t", * ( s.result + i ) ) ;
}
}
/* deallocates memory */
void delsparse ( struct sparse *s )
{
if ( s -> sp != NULL )
free ( s -> sp ) ;
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if ( s -> result != NULL )
free ( s -> result ) ;
}
Input:
First matrices
[0 2 3]
[4 0 0]
[0 0 5]
Second matrices
[0 0 7]
[0 8 0]
[0 9 6]
Output:
[0 43 18]
[0  0 28]
[0 45 30]
Lab assignment:

1) Write a program to add two sparse matrices.

Exercise No. 8: Recursive and Non-recursive traversal of Trees
Description:
A binary tree is a data structure that is defined as a collection of elements called nodes. In a binary
tree, the topmost element is called the root node, and each node has 0, 1, or at the most 2 children.
A node that has zero children is called a leaf node or a terminal node. Every node contains a data
element, a left pointer which points to the left child, and a right pointer which points to the right
child. The root element is pointed by a'root' pointer. If root = NULL, then it means the tree is empty.
Aim: Write a program to implement a binary tree using recursion.
Program:
#include<stdio.h>
#include<conio.h>
#include<alloc.h>
struct node
{
int data;
struct node *left,*right;
};
struct node *root;
void insert(int x)
{

struct node *p,*previous,*current;
p=(struct node *)malloc(sizeof(struct node));
if(p==NULL)
{

printf("\n Out of memory");
}
p->data=x;
p->left=NULL;
p->right=NULL;
if(root=NULL)
{

root=p;
return;

}
previous=NULL;
current=root;
while(current!=NULL)
{

previous=current;
if(p->data<current->data)

current=current->left;
else
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current=current->right;
}

if(p->data<previous->data)
previous->left=p;

else
previous->right=p;

}
void inorder(struct node *t)
{

if (t!=NULL)
{
inorder(t->left);
printf("\n %5d",t->data);
inorder (t->right);
}

}
void del(int x)
{

int tright=0,tleft=0;
struct node *ptr=root;
struct node *parent=root;
struct node *t1=root;
struct node *temp=root;
while(ptr!=NULL&& ptr->data!=x)
{

parent=ptr;
if (x<ptr->data)

ptr=ptr->left;
else

ptr=ptr->right;
}
if (ptr==NULL)
{

printf("\n Delete element not found");
return ;

}
else if(t1->data==x && (t1->left ==NULL || t1->right==NULL))

if(t1->left==NULL)
t1=t1->right;

else
t1=t1->left;

else if (ptr->left==NULL)
if (x<parent->data)

parent->left=ptr->right;
else

parent->right=ptr->right;
else if (ptr->right==NULL)

if (x<parent->data)
parent->left=ptr->left;

else
parent->right=ptr->left;

else
{
temp=ptr;
parent=ptr;
if((ptr->left)>=(ptr->right))
{

ptr=ptr->left;
while(ptr->right!=NULL)
{

tright=1;
parent=ptr;
ptr=ptr->right;
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}
temp->data=ptr->data;
if(tright)

parent->right=ptr->left;
else

parent->left=ptr->left;
}

else
{
ptr=ptr->right;
while (ptr->left!=NULL)
{

tleft=1;
parent=ptr;
ptr=ptr->left;

}
temp->data=ptr->data;
if(tleft)

parent->left=ptr->right;
else

parent->right=ptr->right;
}
free(ptr);

}
}

void main()
{
int op,n,srchno;
root=(struct node *)malloc(sizeof(struct node));
root->data=30;
root->right=root->left=NULL;
clrscr();
do
{

printf("\n 1.Insertion");
printf("\n 2.Deletion");
printf("\n 3.Inorder");
printf("\n 4.Quit");
printf("\n Enter your choice\n");
scanf("%d",&op);

switch (op)
{
case 1: printf("\n Enter the element to insert\n");

scanf("%d",&n);
insert(n);
break;

case 2: printf("\n Enter the element to be deleted\n");
scanf("%d",&srchno);
del(srchno);
break;

case 3: printf("\n The inorder elements are\n");
inorder(root);
getch();
break;

default: exit(0);
}

}while(op<4);
getch();

}
Input:
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1 2 3
Output:
Enter the element to insert1
Enter the element to insert2
Enter the element to insert3
The inorder elements are
2 1 3
Lab assignment:

1) Write a program to implement a binary tree without using recursion

Exercise No. 9: AVL tree implementation
Description:
An AVL tree is the same as that of a binary search tree but with a little difference.
In its structure, it stores an additional variable called theBalance Factor. Thus, every node has a
balance factor associated with it. The balance factor of a node is calculated by subtracting the height
of its right sub-tree from the height of its left sub-tree. A binary search tree in which every node has
a balance factor of –1, 0, or 1 is said to be height balanced. A node with any other balance factor is
considered to be unbalanced and requires rebalancing of the tree.
Balance factor = Height (left sub-tree) – Height (right sub-tree)

Aim: Write a program to implement AVL tree
Program:
#include <stdio.h>
typedef enum { FALSE ,TRUE } bool;
struct node
{
int val;
int balance;
struct node *left_child;
struct node *right_child;

};
struct node* search(struct node *ptr, int data)
{
if(ptr!=NULL)

if(data < ptr -> val)
ptr = search(ptr -> left_child,data);
else if( data > ptr -> val)
ptr = search(ptr -> right_child, data);

return(ptr);
}
struct node *insert (int data, struct node *ptr, int *ht_inc)
{
struct node *aptr;

struct node *bptr;
if(ptr==NULL)
{
ptr = (struct node *) malloc(sizeof(struct node));
ptr -> val = data;
ptr -> left_child = NULL;
ptr -> right_child = NULL;
ptr -> balance = 0;
*ht_inc = TRUE;
return (ptr);
}

if(data < ptr -> val)
{
ptr -> left_child = insert(data, ptr -> left_child, ht_inc);
if(*ht_inc==TRUE)
{
switch(ptr -> balance)
{
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case -1: /* Right heavy */

ptr -> balance = 0;
*ht_inc = FALSE;
break;

case 0: /* Balanced */

ptr -> balance = 1;

break;
case 1: /* Left heavy */

aptr = ptr -> left_child;
if(aptr -> balance == 1)
{

printf(“Left to Left Rotation\n”);

ptr -> left_child= aptr -> right_child;

aptr -> right_child = ptr;

ptr -> balance = 0;

aptr -> balance=0;
ptr = aptr;
}

else
{
printf(“Left to right rotation\n”);

bptr = aptr -> right_child;
aptr -> right_child = bptr -> left_child;

bptr -> left_child = aptr;

ptr -> left_child = bptr -> right_child;

bptr -> right_child = ptr;

if(bptr -> balance == 1 )

pt
r -> balance = -1;
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else

pt
r -> balance = 0;

if(bptr -> balance == -1)

aptr -> balance = 1;

else

aptr -> balance = 0;

bptr -> balance=0;

ptr = bptr;
}

*ht_inc = FALSE;
}

}
}

if(data > ptr -> val)
{

ptr -> right_child = insert(info, ptr -> right_child, ht_inc);
if(*ht_inc==TRUE)
{
switch(ptr -> balance)
{

case 1: /* Left heavy */
ptr -> balance = 0;
*ht_inc = FALSE;
break;

case 0: /* Balanced */
ptr -> balance = -1;
break;

case -1: /* Right heavy */

aptr = ptr -> right_child;
if(aptr -> balance == -1)

{
printf(“Right to Right Rotation\n”);

ptr -> right_child= aptr -> left_child;
aptr -> left_child = ptr;

ptr -> balance = 0;
aptr -> balance=0;

ptr = aptr;
}

else
{

printf(“Right to Left Rotation\n”);
bptr = aptr -> left_child;
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aptr -> left_child = bptr -> right_child;
bptr -> right_child = aptr;
ptr -> right_child = bptr -> left_child;

bptr -> left_child = pptr;
if(bptr -> balance == -1)
ptr -> balance = 1;

else
ptr -> balance = 0;

if(bptr -> balance == 1)
aptr -> balance = -1;

else
aptr -> balance = 0;

bptr -> balance=0;
ptr = bptr;

}/*End of else*/
*ht_inc = FALSE;

}
}

}
return(ptr);

}
void display(struct node *ptr, int level)
{
int i;
if ( ptr!=NULL )
{
display(ptr -> right_child, level+1);
printf(“\n”);
for (i = 0; i < level; i++)
printf(“ “);

printf(“%d”, ptr -> val);
display(ptr -> left_child, level+1);

}
}
void inorder(struct node *ptr)
{
if(ptr!=NULL)
{
inorder(ptr -> left_child);
printf(“%d “,ptr -> val);
inorder(ptr -> right_child);

}
}
main()
{
bool ht_inc;
int data ;
int option;
struct node *root = (struct node *)malloc(sizeof(struct node));

root = NULL;
while(1)
{
printf(“1.Insert\n”);
printf(“2.Display\n”);
printf(“3.Quit\n”);
printf(“Enter your option : “);
scanf(“%d”,&option);
switch(choice)

{
case 1:
printf(“Enter the value to be inserted : “);
scanf(“%d”, &data);
if( search(root,data) == NULL )
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root = insert(data, root, &ht_inc);
else
printf(“Duplicate value ignored\n”);
break;

case 2:
if(root==NULL)
{

printf(“Tree is empty\n”);
continue;
}

printf(“Tree is :\n”);
display(root, 1);

printf(“\n\n”);
printf(“Inorder Traversal is: “);
inorder(root);

printf(“\n”);
break;

case 3:
exit(1);

default:
printf(“Wrong option\n”);

}
}

}
Input:
6 11 2 4 3 5
Output:
2 3 5 4 6 11

Lab Assignment:
1) Write a program to implement AVL tree

Exercise No. 10: Application of sorting and searching algorithms
Description:
To search an element in an array is known as searching and to sort the element in an ascending and
descending order is known as sorting.Two type of searching linear and binary. Mainly five type of
sorting like bubble ,insertion ,selection, merge and quick sort.here we mainly focus on binary search
and merge and quick sort.
Aim:Implement Binary search without using recursion
Program:

#include<stdio.h>

int main(){

int a[10],i,n,m,c=0,l,u,mid;

printf("Enter the size of an array: ");
scanf("%d",&n);

printf("Enter the elements in ascending order: ");
for(i=0;i<n;i++){

scanf("%d",&a[i]);
}

printf("Enter the number to be search: ");
scanf("%d",&m);

l=0,u=n-1;
while(l<=u){

mid=(l+u)/2;
if(m==a[mid]){
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c=1;
break;

}
else if(m<a[mid]){

u=mid-1;
}
else

l=mid+1;
}
if(c==0)

printf("The number is not found.");
else

printf("The number is found.");

return 0;
}

OUTPUT:
Enter the size of an array: 5

Enter the element in ascending order: 2  4  8  9  12
Enter the number to be  search: 3
The number is not found.

Aim: Implement Merge Sort using Divide and Conquer approach
Program:
#include<stdio.h>

#include<conio.h>

void merge(int [],int ,int ,int );

void part(int [],int ,int );

int main()

{

int arr[30];

int i,size;

printf("\n\t------- Merge sorting method -------\n\n");

printf("Enter total no. of elements : ");

scanf("%d",&size);

for(i=0; i<size; i++)

{

printf("Enter %d element : ",i+1);

scanf("%d",&arr[i]);

}

part(arr,0,size-1);

printf("\n\t------- Merge sorted elements -------\n\n");

for(i=0; i<size; i++)

printf("%d ",arr[i]);

getch();

return 0;

}

void part(int arr[],int min,int max)

{

int mid;

if(min<max)

{
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mid=(min+max)/2;

part(arr,min,mid);

part(arr,mid+1,max);

merge(arr,min,mid,max);

}

}

void merge(int arr[],int min,int mid,int max)

{

int tmp[30];

int i,j,k,m;

j=min;

m=mid+1;

for(i=min; j<=mid && m<=max ; i++)

{

if(arr[j]<=arr[m])

{

tmp[i]=arr[j];

j++;

}

else

{

tmp[i]=arr[m];

m++;

}

}

if(j>mid)

{

for(k=m; k<=max; k++)

{

tmp[i]=arr[k];

i++;

}

}

else

{

for(k=j; k<=mid; k++)

{

tmp[i]=arr[k];

i++;

}

}

for(k=min; k<=max; k++)

arr[k]=tmp[k];

}

Output:
Enter the no of elements:7

7 8 9 4 5 3 1

The unsorted list is: 7 8 9 4 5 3 1

The sorted list is
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1 3 4 5 7 8 9

Aim:Implement Quick Sort using Divide and Conquer approach
Program:
#include<stdio.h>

#include<stdlib.h>

#include<time.h>

#define MAX 6000

void quick(int x[],int lb,int ub);

int partition(int x[],int lb,int ub);

void main()

{

int i,n,x[MAX];

time_t start,end;

clrscr();

printf("Enter the number of elements: ");

scanf("%d",&n);

for(i=0;i<n;i++)

x[i]=rand();

printf("\nEntered array is \n");

for(i=0;i<n;i++)

printf("%d ",x[i]);

start=time(NULL);

quick(x,0,n-1);

end=time(NULL);

printf("Sorted array is as shown:\n");

for(i=0;i<n;i++)

printf("%d ",x[i]);

printf("\nTIME for %d elements : %f", n, difftime(end,start));

getch();

}

void quick(int x[],int lb,int ub)

{

int j;

if(lb<ub)

{

printf("\n");

j=partition(x,lb,ub);

quick(x,lb,j-1);

quick(x,j+1,ub);

}

}

int partition(int x[],int lb,int ub)
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{

int a,down,up,temp;

a=x[lb];

up=ub;

down=lb;

while(down<up)

{

while(x[down]<=a&&down<ub)

down++;

while(x[up]>a)

up--;

if(down<up)

{

temp=x[down];

x[down]=x[up];

x[up]=temp;

}

}

x[lb]=x[up];

x[up]=a;

return up;

}

Output:
Enter the number of elements:5

Entered array is

41   18467     6334     26500     19169

Sorted array is as shown

41   6334 18467     19169     26500
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Title of Course: EM Theory & Transmission Lines Lab
Course Code: EC491
L-T-P scheme: 0-0-3 Course Credit: 2

Objectives:
1. To provide the students with a hands-on experience on the theoretical concepts through simple

experiments.
2. To develop the ability to design and validate their knowledge through open ended experiments.

Learning Outcomes:
On successful completion of this lab course, the students would be able to
1. Demonstrate and analyze the response of vector for various inputs
2. Perform and analyze integration in terms of surface and volume.
3. Demonstrate E Field for surface and Linear Charges.
4. Analyze the Flux Density through surface.
5. Conduct an open ended experiment in a group of 2 to 3.

Course Contents:
List of Experiments:
1. Vector Analysis
2. Surface and Volume Integrals
3. E Field of Linear Charges
4. E Field of Surface Charges
S. Electric Flux Lines
6. Electric Flux through a Surface
7. Electric Potential
8. Electric Energy
9. Electric Current
10. Image Theory

Text Book:
1) William H Hayt Jr (200l), Engineering Electromagnetics, T"Edition! Tata Mc Graw Hill.
2) Clayton R. Paul, Kath W. Whites, Syed A Nasar (2007), Introduction to Electromagneticfields,
2ndrevised edition, TMH

Recommended Systems/Software Requirements:
MATLAB, SCILAB
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Experiment No 1: Vector Analysis
Aim: The points M(0.1,-0.2,-0.1), N(-0.2,0.1,0.3) and P(0.4,0,0.1), find: a) the vector RNM , b) the
dot product between R NM and R PM , c) the projection of R NM on RPM and d) the angle between
R NM and R PM.
Write a MATLAB program to verify your answer.

Description:
Certain physical quantities such as mass or the absolute temperature at some point only have
magnitude. These quantities can be represented by numbers alone, with the appropriate units, and
they are called scalars. There are, however, other physical quantities which have both magnitude and
direction; the magnitude can stretch or shrink, and the direction can reverse. These quantities can be
added in such a way that takes into account both direction and magnitude. Force is an example of a
quantity that acts in a certain direction with some magnitude that we measure in newton’s. When
two forces act on an object, the sum of the forces depends on both the direction and magnitude of the
two forces. Position, displacement, velocity, acceleration, force, momentum and torque are all
physical quantities that can be represented mathematically by vectors. In this assignments you need
to implement
1. Vector Concepts,
2. Dot product and Cross Product
3. Projection of a vector on another vector
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/* Program */
clc; %clear the command line
clear; %remove all previous variables
O=[0 0 0]%the origin
M=[0.1 -0.2 -0.1];%Point M
N=[-0.2 0.1 0.3];%Point N
P=[0.4 0 0.1]%Point P
R_MO=M-O;%vector R_MO
R_NO=N-O;%vector R_NO
R_PO=P-O;%vector R_PO
R_NM=R_MO-R_NO;%vector R_NM
R_PM=R_MO-R_PO;%vector R_PM
R_PM_dot_R_NM=dot(R_PM,R_NM);%the dot
product of R_PM and R_NM
R_PM_dot_R_PM=dot(R_PM,R_PM);%the dot product of R_PM and R_PM
Proj_R_NM_ON_R_PM=(R_PM_dot_R_NM/R_PM_dot_R_PM)*R_PM;%the projection of
R_NM ON R_PM
Mag_R_NM=norm(R_NM);%the magnitude of R_NM
Mag_R_PM=norm(R_PM);%the magnitude of R_PM
COS_theta=R_PM_dot_R_NM/(Mag_R_PM*Mag_R_NM);%this is the cosine value of
the angle
between R_PM and R_NM
theta=acos(COS_theta);%the angle between R_PM and R_NM

OUTPUT 1:
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Experiment No 2: Surface and Volume Integrals
Aim: The open surfaces ρ = 2.0 m and ρ = 4.0 m, z = 3.0 m and z = 5.0 m, and φ= 20o

and φ=60o identify a closed surface. Find a) the enclosed volume, b) the total area of
the enclosed surface. Write
a MATLAB program to verify your answers..

Description:
Line Integral: The integration of a vector along a curve is called its line integral. As shown in
Figure 1, let MN is a curve drawn between two points M and N in vector field. Let dl is an element
of length along the curve MN at O. Suppose A is the vector at 0, making an angle e with the
direction of dl.

Figure 1
Then A .dl = A dl cosθ
dl = (A cosθ)
Equation shows that the value of A.dl at any point of the curve is equal to the product of small
element dl and the component (A cos 8) of A along the direction of dl. The value of A.dl for the
complete curve MN can be obtained by integrating Equation (1). Hence
ʃN

MA.dl = ʃN
M dl (A cos θ).

Integral ʃN
MA.dl is defined as the line integral of A along the curve MN.

Surface Integral
Consider a simple surfaceS in a vector field bounded by a curve as shown in Figure 2. Let dS be an
infinitesimal element of the surface. The surface element of area can be

represented by area vector dS. If ii be a unit positive vector (drawn outward the surface) in the·
direction of dS, then

Figure 2
Ds =n dS
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“Let A be a vector at middle of the element d S ID. In the direction making an angle θ with . n .
Now the scalar product
A.ds = A. n ds =Ads cos θ is called the flux of vector field A across the area element dS. The total
flux of the vector
field across the entire surface S is given by

ʃʃS A .DS = ʃ ʃsA. n dS = ʃ ʃS A cos θ ds

This is defined as surface integral.

Volume Integral

Consider a closed surface in space enclosing the volume V. If A be a vector point function ata point
in a small element of volume dV, then the integral

ʃʃʃ A dV

is called the volume integral of vector A over the surface.

/* Program */
clc; %clear the command line
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clear; %remove all previous variables
V=0;%initialize volume of the closed surface to 0
S1=0;%initialize the area of S1 to 0
S2=0;%initialize the area of S1 to 0
S3=0;%initialize the area of S1 to 0
S4=0;%initialize the area of S1 to 0
S5=0;%initialize the area of S1 to 0
S6=0;%initialize the area of S1 to 0
rho=2;%initialize rho to the its lower boundary
z=3;%initialize z to the its lower boundary
phi=pi/9;%initialize phi to the its lower boundary
Number_of_rho_Steps=100; %initialize the rho discretization
Number_of_phi_Steps=100;%initialize the phi discretization
Number_of_z_Steps=100;%initialize the z discretization
drho=(4-2)/Number_of_rho_Steps;%The rho increment
dphi=(pi/3-pi/9)/Number_of_phi_Steps;%The phi increment
dz=(5-3)/Number_of_z_Steps;%The z increment
%%the following routine calculates the volume of the enclosed surface
for k=1:Number_of_z_Steps
for j=1:Number_of_rho_Steps
for i=1:Number_of_phi_Steps
V=V+rho*dphi*drho*dz;%add contribution to the volume
end
rho=rho+drho;%p increases each time when z has been traveled from its lower boundary to its upper
boundary
end
rho=2;%reset rho to its lower boundary
end
%%the following routine calculates the area of S1 and S2
rho1=2;%radius of S1
rho2=4;%radius of s2
for k=1:Number_of_z_Steps
for i=1:Number_of_phi_Steps
S1=S1+rho1*dphi*dz;%get contribution to the the area of S1
S2=S2+rho2*dphi*dz;%get contribution to the the area of S2
end
end
%%the following routing calculate the area of S3 and S4
rho=2;%reset rho to it's lower boundaty
for j=1:Number_of_rho_Steps
for i=1:Number_of_phi_Steps
S3=S3+rho*dphi*drho;%get contribution to the the area of S3
end
rho=rho+drho;%p increases each time when phi has been traveled from it's lower boundary to it's upper
boundary
end
S4=S3;%the area of S4 is equal to the area of S3
%%the following routing calculate the area of S5 and S6
for k=1:Number_of_z_Steps
for j=1:Number_of_rho_Steps
S5=S5+dz*drho;%get contribution to the the area of S3
end
end
S6=S5;%the area of S6 is equal to the area of S6
S=S1+S2+S3+S4+S5+S6;%the area of the enclosed surface
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OUTPUT:

Experiment No 3: E Field of Linear Charges
Aim: An infinite uniform linear charge ρL = 2.0 nC/m lies along the x axis in free space,
while point charges of 8.0 nC each are located at (0, 0, 1) and (0, 0, -1). Find E at (2, 3,
4). Write a MATLAB program to verify your answer.

Description:
The electric field of a line of charge can be found by superposing the point charge fields of
infinitesimal charge elements. The radial part of the field from a charge element is given by
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The integral required to obtain the field expression is

/* Program */
clc; %clear the command line
clear; %remove all previous variables
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Q1=8e-9;%charges on Q1
Q2=8e-9;%charges on Q2
pL=2e-9;%charge density of the line
Epsilono=8.8419e-12;%Permitivity of free space
P=[2 3 4];%coordinates of observation point
A=[0 0 1];%coordinates of Q1
B=[0 0 -1];%coordinates of Q2
C=[2 0 0];%coordinates of the center of the line charge
Number_of_L_Steps=100000;%the steps of L
%%the following routine calculates the electric fields at the
%%observation point generated by the point charges
R1=P-A; %the vector pointing from Q1 to the observation point
R2=P-B; %the vector pointing from Q2 to the observation point
R1Mag=norm(R1);%the magnitude of R1
R2Mag=norm(R2);%the magnitude of R1
E1=Q1/(4*pi*Epsilono*R1Mag^3)*R1;%the electric field generated by Q1
E2=Q2/(4*pi*Epsilono*R2Mag^3)*R2;%the electric field generated by Q2
%%the following routine calculates the electric field at the
%%observation point generated by the line charge
d=norm(P-C);%the distance from the observation point to the center of the
line
length=100*d;%the length of the line
dL_V=length/Number_of_L_Steps*[1 0 0];%vector of a segment
dL=norm(dL_V);%length of a segment
EL=[0 0 0];%initialize the electric field generated by EL
C_segment=C-( Number_of_L_Steps/2*dL_V-dL_V/2);%the center of the first
segment
for i=1: Number_of_L_Steps
R=P-C_segment;%the vector seen from the center of the first segment to the
observation point
RMag=norm(R);%the magnitude of the vector R
EL=EL+dL*pL/(4*pi*Epsilono*RMag^3)*R;%get contibution from each segment
C_segment=C_segment+dL_V;%the center of the i-th segment
end
E=E1+E2+EL;% the electric field at P
Output

Experiment No: E Field of Surface Charges
Aim: A surface charge of 5.0μC/m2 is located in the x-z plane in the region -2.0 m ≤ x ≤ 2.0 m
and -3.0 m ≤ y ≤ 3.0 m. Find analytically the electric field at the point (0, 4.0, 0) m. Verify your
answer using a MATLAB program that applies the principle of superposition.
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Description:
Electric Field: Sheet of Charge

For an infinite sheet of charge, the electric field will be perpendicular to the surface. Therefore only
the ends of a cylindrical Gaussian surface will contribute to the electric flux. In this case a
cylindrical Gaussian surface perpendicular to the charge sheet is used. The resulting field is half that
of a conductor at equilibrium with this surface charge density.
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/* Program */
clc; %clear the command line
clear; %remove all previous variables
Epsilono=8.854e-12; %use permittivity of air
D=5e-6; %the surface charge density
P=[0 0 4]; %the position of the observation point
E=zeros(1,3); % initialize E=(0 ,0, 0)
Number_of_x_Steps=100;%initialize discretization in the x direction
Number_of_y_Steps=100;%initialize discretization in %the z direction
x_lower=-2; %the lower boundary of x
x_upper=2; %the upper boundary of x
y_lower=-3; %the lower boundary of y
y_upper=-2; %the upper boundary of y
dx=(x_upper- x_lower)/Number_of_x_Steps; %the x increment or the width of
a grid
dy=(y_upper- y_lower)/Number_of_y_Steps; %The y increment or the length of
a grid
ds=dx*dy; %the area of a single grid
dQ=D*ds; % the charge on a single grid
for j=1: Number_of_y_Steps
for i=1: Number_of_x_Steps
x= x_lower +dx/2+(i-1)*dx; %the x component of the center of a grid
y= y_lower +dy/2+(j-1)*dy; %the y component of the center of a grid
R=P-[x y 0];% vector R is the vector seen from the center of the grid to
the
observation point
RMag=norm(R); % magnitude of vector R
E=E+(dQ/(4*Epsilono*pi* RMag ^3))*R; % get contribution to the E field
end
end
OUTPUT :

Experiment No:5Electric Flux Lines
AIM: A point charge Q =1.0 μC is located at the origin. Write a MATLAB program to
plot the electric flux lines in the three-dimensional space.

Description:

Think of air blowing in through a window. How much air comes through the window depends upon
the speed of the air, the direction of the air, and the area of the window. We might call this air that
comes through the window the "air flux".

We will define the electric flux for an electric field that is perpendicular to an area as
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= E A

If the electric field E is not perpendicular to the area, we will have to modify this to account for that.

Think about the "air flux" of air passing through a window at an angle . The "effective area" is A
cos or the component of the velocity perpendicular to the window is v cos . With this in mind, we
will make a general definition of the electric flux as

= E A cos

You can also think of the electric flux as the number of electric field lines that cross the surface.

Remembering the "dot product" or the "scalar product", we can also write this as

= E A

where E is the electric field and A is a vector equal to the area A and in a direction perpendicular to
that area. Sometimes this same information is given as

A = A n

where n is a unit vector pointing perpendicular to the area. In that case, we could also write the
electric flux across an area as

= E n A
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Both forms say the same thing. For this to make any sense, we must be talking about an area where
the direction of A or n is constant.

For a curved surface, that will not be the case. For that case, we can apply this definition of the
electric flux over a small area A or A or An.

Then the electric flux through that small area is and

= E A cos

or

= E A

To find the flux through all of a closed surface, we need to sum up all these contributions of

over the entire surface,

We will consider flux as positive if the electric field E goes from the inside to the outside of the
surface and we will consider flux as negative if the electric field E goes from the outside to the
inside of the surface. This is important for we will soon be interested in the net flux passing throught
a surface.
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/* Program */
clc; %clear the command line
clear; %remove all previous variables
PlotXmin=-2;%lowest x value on the plot space
PlotXmax=2;%%maximum x value on the plot space
PlotYmin=-2;%lowest y value on the plot space
PlotYmax=2;%maximum y value on the plot space
PlotZmin=-2;%lowest z value on the plot space
PlotZmax=2;%maximum z value on the plot space
NumberOfXPlottingPoints=5;%number of plotting points along the x axis
NumberOfYPlottingPoints=5;%number of plotting points along the y axis
NumberOfZPlottingPoints=5;%number of plotting points along the z axis
PlotStepX=(PlotXmax-PlotXmin)/(NumberOfXPlottingPoints-1);%plotting step
in the x
direction
PlotStepY=(PlotYmax-PlotYmin)/(NumberOfYPlottingPoints-1);%plotting step
in the y
direction
PlotStepZ=(PlotZmax-PlotZmin)/(NumberOfZPlottingPoints-1);%plotting step
in the z
direction
[X,Y,Z]=meshgrid(PlotXmin:PlotStepX:PlotXmax,
PlotYmin:PlotStepY:PlotYmax,PlotZmin:PlotStepZ:PlotZmax);%build arrays of
plot space
Fx=zeros(NumberOfZPlottingPoints,NumberOfYPlottingPoints,NumberOfXPlotting
Points);%x
component of flux density
Fy=zeros(NumberOfZPlottingPoints,NumberOfYPlottingPoints,NumberOfXPlotting
Points);%y
component of flux density
Fz=zeros(NumberOfZPlottingPoints,NumberOfYPlottingPoints,NumberOfXPlotting
Points);%z
component of the flux density
Q=1e-6;%point charge
C=[0 0 0];%location of the point charge
F=[0 0 0];%initialize the flux density
for k=1:NumberOfZPlottingPoints
for j=1:NumberOfYPlottingPoints
for i=1:NumberOfXPlottingPoints
Xplot=X(k,j,i);%x coordinate of current plot point
Yplot=Y(k,j,i);%y coordinate of current plot point
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Zplot=Z(k,j,i);%z coordinate of current plot point
P=[Xplot Yplot Zplot];%position vector of observation points
R=P-C; %vector pointing from point charge to the current observation
point
Rmag=norm(R);%magnitude of R
if (Rmag>0)% no flux line defined at the source
R_Hat=R/Rmag;%unit vector of R
F=Q*R_Hat/(4*pi*Rmag^2);%flux density of current observation point
Fx(k,j,i)=F(1,1);%get x component at the current observation point
Fy(k,j,i)=F(1,2);%get y component at the current observation point
Fz(k,j,i)=F(1,3);%%get z component at the current observation point
end
end
end
end
quiver3(X,Y,Z,Fx,Fy,Fz)

OUTPUT :

Experiment No: 6 Electric Flux through a Surface
AIM: A point charge of 1.0 C is located at (0, 0, 1). Find analytically the total electric flux
going through the infinite xy plane as shown in Figure 6.1. Verify your answer using a
MATLAB program.
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/* Program */
clc; %clear the command line
clear; %remove all previous variables
Q=1;%the point charge
C=[0 0 1];%location of the point charge;
az=[0 0 1];% unit vector in the z direction
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x_lower=-100;%the lower boundary of x of the plane
x_upper=100;% the upper boundary of x of the plane
y_lower=-100;%the lower boundary of y of the plane
y_upper=100;%the upper boundary of y of the plane
Number_of_x_Steps=400;%step in the x direction
Number_of_y_Steps=400;%step in the y direction
dx=(x_upper-x_lower)/Number_of_x_Steps;%the x increment
dy=(y_upper-y_lower)/Number_of_y_Steps;%the y increment
flux=0;%initialize the flux to 0
for j=1:Number_of_y_Steps
for i=1:Number_of_x_Steps
ds=dx*dy;%the area of current element
x=x_lower+0.5*dx+(i-1)*dx;%x component of the center of a grid
y=y_lower+0.5*dy+(j-1)*dy;%y component of the center of a grid
P=[x y 0];%the center of a grid
R=P-C;%vector R is the vector pointing from the point charge to the center
of a
grid
RMag=norm(R);%magnitude of R
R_Hat=R/RMag;%unit vector in the direction of R
R_surface=-az;%unit vector of direction of the surface element
flux=flux+Q*ds*dot(R_surface,R_Hat)/(4*pi*RMag^2);%get contribution to the
flux
end
end
OUTPUT :

Experiment No:7 Electric Potential
AIM: A ring linear charge with a charge density ρ L = 2.0 nC/m is located on the x-y plane as
shown in Figure. Find the potential difference between point A (0, 0, 1.0) and point B (0, 0,
2.0). Write a MATLAB program to verify your answer.
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Description:
An electric potential (also called the electric field potential or the electrostatic potential) is the
amount of electric potential energy that a unitary point electric charge would have if located at any
point in space, and is equal to the work done by an external agent in carrying a unit of positive
charge from the arbitrarily chosen reference point (usually infinity) to that point without any
acceleration.
According to theoretical electromagnetics, electric potential is a scalar quantity denoted by V, equal
to the electric potential energy of any charged particle at any location (measured in joules) divided
by the charge of that particle (measured in coulombs). By dividing out the charge on the particle a
remainder is obtained that is a property of the electric field itself.
This value can be calculated in either a static (time-invariant) or a dynamic (varying with time)
electric field at a specific time in units of joules per coulomb (J C−1), or volts (V). The electric
potential at infinity is assumed to be zero.
A generalized electric scalar potential is also used in electrodynamics when time-varying
electromagnetic fields are present, but this cannot be so simply calculated. The electric potential and
the magnetic vector potential together form a four vector, so that the two kinds of potential are
mixed under Lorentz transformations.
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/* Program to simulate linked file allocation strategy */
clc; %clear the command line
clear; %remove all previous variables
Epsilono=1e-9/(36*pi); %use permitivity of free space
rho_L=2e-9;% the line charge density
rho=1.0; %the ring has a radius of 1.0;
A=[0 0 1];%the coordinate of point A
B=[0 0 2];%the coordinate of point B
Lv=A-B;%integral path
Number_of_L_Steps=50; %initialize discretization in the L direction
dLv=Lv/Number_of_L_Steps;%%vector of the diffential length
Number_of_Phi_Steps=50; %initialize the Phi discretization
dPhi=(2*pi)/Number_of_Phi_Steps; %The step in the phi direction
V=0;%initialize the potential difference to zero
for j=1:Number_of_L_Steps
E=[0 0 0];%initialize the elctric field to zero
P=B+0.5*dLv+(j-1)*dLv;%coordinates of observation point
for i=1:Number_of_Phi_Steps
Phi=0.5*dPhi+(i-1)*dPhi; %Phi of current volume element
dlength=rho*dPhi;%length of current segment of the ring
dQ=rho_L*dlength;%the charges on current segment
x=rho*cos(Phi); %x coordinate of current volume element
y=rho*sin(Phi); %y coordinate of current volume element
z=0; %z coordinate of current volume element
C=[x y z]; %coordinate of volume element
R=P-C; %vector pointing from the current element to the observation point
RMag=norm(R); %get distance from the current volume element to the
observation point
E=E+(dQ/(4*pi*Epsilono*RMag^3))*R; %get contribution to the elctric field
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end
V=V+(-dot(dLv,E));%get contribution to the voltage
end

OUTPUT 1:

Experiment No: 8 Electric Energy
AIM: Consider the following:

Description:
Electrical energy is the energy newly derived from electric potential energy or kinetic energy. When
loosely used to describe energy absorbed or delivered by an electrical circuit (for example, one provided
by an electric power utility) "electrical energy" talks about energy which has been converted from electric
potential energy. This energy is supplied by the combination of electric current and electric potential that
is delivered by the circuit. At the point that this electric potential energy has been converted to another
type of energy, it ceases to be electric potential energy. Thus, all electrical energy is potential energy
before it is delivered to the end-use. Once converted from potential energy, electrical energy can always
be called another type of energy (heat, light, motion, etc.).
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/* Program to simulate the MVT */
clc; %clear the command line
clear; %remove all previous variables
Epsilono=1e-9/(36*pi); %use permitivity of free space
rho_upper=2.0;%upper bound of rho
rho_lower=1.0;%lower bound of rho
phi_upper=2*pi;%upper bound of phi
phi_lower=0;%lower bound of phi
z_upper=2;%upper bound of z
z_lower=-2;%lower bound of z
Number_of_rho_Steps=50; %initialize discretization in the rho direction
drho=(rho_upper-rho_lower)/Number_of_rho_Steps; %The rho increment
Number_of_z_Steps=50; %initialize the discretization in the z direction
dz=(z_upper-z_lower)/Number_of_z_Steps; %The z increment
Number_of_phi_Steps=50; %initialize the phi discretization
dphi=(phi_upper-phi_lower)/Number_of_phi_Steps; %The step in the phi
direction
WE=0;%the total engery stored in the region
for k=1:Number_of_phi_Steps
for j=1:Number_of_z_Steps
for i=1:Number_of_rho_Steps
rho=rho_lower+0.5*drho+(i-1)*drho; %radius of current volume element
z=z_lower+0.5*dz+(j-1)*dz; %z of current volume element
phi=phi_lower+0.5*dphi+(k-1)*dphi; %phi of current volume element
EMag=5e4/rho;%magnitude of electric field of current volume element
dV=rho*drho*dphi*dz;%volume of current element
dWE=0.5*Epsilono*EMag*EMag*dV;%energy stored in current element
WE=WE+dWE;%get contribution to the total energy
end %end of the i loop
end %end of the j loop
end %end of the k loop

OUTPUT :
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Experiment No: 3(b) Electric Current
AIM: Consider the following:.

Description:

/* Program */
clc; %clear the command line
clear; %remove all previous variables
R=0.8;%the radius of the surface
Theta_lower=0.1*pi;%lower boundary of theta
Theta_upper=0.3*pi;%upper boundary of theta
Phi_lower=0;%lower boundary of phi
Phi_upper=2*pi;%upper boundary of phi
Number_of_Theta_Steps=20; %initialize the discretization in the Theta direction
dTheta=(Theta_upper-Theta_lower)/Number_of_Theta_Steps; %The Theta increment
Number_of_Phi_Steps=20;%initialize the discretization in the Phi direction
dPhi=(Phi_upper-Phi_lower)/Number_of_Phi_Steps;%The Phi increment
I=0; %initialize the total current
for j=1:Number_of_Phi_Steps
for i=1:Number_of_Theta_Steps
Theta=Theta_lower+0.5*dTheta+(i-1)*dTheta; %Theta of current surface element
Phi=Phi_lower+0.5*dPhi+(j-1)*dPhi; %Phi of current surface element
x=R*sin(Theta)*cos(Phi); %x coordinate of current surface element
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y=R*sin(Theta)*sin(Phi); %y coordinate of current surface element
z=R*cos(Theta); %z coordinate of current surface element
a_r=[sin(Theta)*cos(Phi) sin(Theta)*sin(Phi) cos(Theta)];% the unit vector in the R direction
J=(400*sin(Theta)/(R*R+4))*a_r;%the current density of current surface element
dS=R*R*sin(Theta)*dTheta*dPhi*a_r;%the area of current surface element
I=I+dot(J,dS);%get contribution to the total current
end
end
OUTPUT :
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Title of Course: Digital Electronics & Integrated Circuits Lab
Course Code: EC492
L-T-P scheme: 0-0-3                                                                                      Course Credit: 2

Objectives:
The objective of this course is to introduce the organization of a computer and its principal components,
viz, ALU, Control, Memory and Input/output. The course will also enable the student to understand the
design components of a digital subsystem that required realizing various components such as ALU,
Control, etc.

Learning Outcomes:
Upon successful completion of the Lab course, a student will be able to:
1. An ability to implement basic gates and their operations.
2. An ability to understand and implement Flip Flops
3. An ability to understand and implement Multiplexers
4. An ability to understand and implement shift registers and counters
5. An ability to understand and implement Encoders and Decoders
6. An ability to understand and implement Half adder and Full adder Must be able to build a small 8 bit
processor that supports reading from memory (16 bytes), Execute 3 instructions, and add/subtract/stop.
All operations are to be performed on set of 4 registers. Must implement program counter and decoder to
fetch the next instruction.

Course Contents:
Exercises that must be done in this course are listed below:
Experiment No.: 1 : To study about logic gates and verify their truth tables.
Experiment No.: 2 : Realization of basic gates using Universal logic gates
Experiment No.: 3 : To design and implement 4-bit Gray to binary code converter
Experiment No.: 4 : Code conversion circuits- BCD to Excess-3& Excess-3 to BCD
Experiment No.: 5 : One bit and two bit comparator circuit.
Experiment No.: 6 : Construction of simple decoder and multiplexer circuit using NAND gate.
Experiment No.: 7 : Construction of simple arithmetic circuits – ADDER.
Experiment No.: 8 : Construction of simple arithmetic circuits – SUBTRACTOR.
Experiment No.: 9 : Realization of RS-JK, T and D flip-flop using universal logic gates.
Experiment No.: 10 : Realization of ring counter and Johnson’s counter.

Text Book:

Recommended Systems/Software Requirements:
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Experiment No.: 01

AIM: To study about logic gates and verify their truth tables.

APPARATUS REQUIRED:

SL No. COMPONENT SPECIFICATION QTY

1. AND GATE IC 7408 1

2. OR GATE IC 7432 1

3. NOT GATE IC 7404 1

4. NAND GATE2 I/P IC 7400 1

5. NOR GATE IC 7402 1

6. X-OR GATE IC 7486 1

7. NAND GATE3 I/P IC 7410 1

8. IC TRAINER KIT - 1

9. PATCH CORD - 14

THEORY:
Circuit that takes the logical decision and the process are called logic gates. Each gate has one

or more input and only one output. OR, AND and NOT are basic gates. NAND, NOR and X-OR are
known as universal gates. Basic gates form these gates.

AND GATE:
The AND gate performs a logical multiplication commonly known as AND function. The output

is high when both the inputs are high. The output is low level when any one of the inputs is low.

OR GATE:
The OR gate performs a logical addition commonly known as OR function. The output is high

when any one of the inputs is high. The output is low level when both the inputs are low.

NOT GATE:
The NOT gate is called an inverter. The output is high when the input is low. The output is low

when the input is high.

NAND GATE:
The NAND gate is a contraction of AND-NOT. The output is high when both inputs are low and

any one of the input is low .The output is low level when both inputs are high.

NOR GATE:
The NOR gate is a contraction of OR-NOT. The output is high when both inputs are low. The

output is low when one or both inputs are high.
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X-OR GATE:

The output is high when any one of the inputs is high. The output is low when both the inputs
are low and both the inputs are high.

PROCEDURE:
(i) Connections are given as per circuit diagram.
(ii) Logical inputs are given as per circuit diagram.
(iii) Observe the output and verify the truth table.

AND GATE:

SYMBOL:
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OR GATE:

NOT GATE:
SYMBOL:
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X-OR GATE:

SYMBOL:

2-INPUT NAND GATE:
SYMBOL:
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3-INPUT NAND GATE :

NOR GATE:

RESULT:
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Experiment No.: 02

Experiment Name: Realization of basic gates using Universal logic gates

AIM: To construct logic gates NOT, AND, OR, EX-OR, EX-NOR of basic gates using NAND gate and
verify their truth tables.

Apparatus Required: Digital trainer kit, patch cords, IC 7400.

Pin Diagram:

IC 7400 NAND gate

Circuit Diagrams Truth Table

Not gate

INPUT
A

OUTPUT
Y

0 1

1 0
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AND gate

OR gate

Ex-OR gate

INPUT OUTPUT
Y

A B

0 0 0

0 1 0

1 0 0

1 1 1

INPUT OUTPUT
Y

A B

0 0 0

0 1 1

1 0 1

1 1 1

INPUT OUTPUT
Y

A B

0 0 0

0 1 1

1 0 1

1 1 0
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Ex-NOR gate

Procedure:

1. Connect the logic gates as shown in the diagrams using IC 7400 NAND gate.
2. Feed the logic signals 0 or 1 from the logic input switches in different combinations at the inputs A &
B.
3. Monitor the output using logic output LED indicators.
4. Repeat steps 1 to 3 for NOT, AND, OR, EX – OR & EX-NOR operations and compare the outputs
with the truth tables.

Precautions:
1. All the connections should be made properly.
2. IC should not be reversed.

Result: Different logic gates are constructed using NAND gates and their truth tables are verified.

INPUT OUTPUT
Y

A B

0 0 1

0 1 0

1 0 0

1 1 1
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EXPERIMENT NO: 3

AIM: To design and implement 4-bit Gray to binary code converter

APPARATUS REQUIRED:

Sl.No. COMPONENT SPECIFICATION QTY.

1. X-OR GATE IC 7486 1

2. AND GATE IC 7408 1
3. OR GATE IC 7432 1

THEORY:
The availability of large variety of codes for the same discrete elements of information results in the use
of different codes by different systems. A conversion circuit must be inserted between the two systems if
each uses different codes for same information. Thus, code converter is a
circuit that makes the two systems compatible even though each uses different binary code.
The bit combination assigned to binary code to gray code. Since each code uses four bits to represent a
decimal digit. There are four inputs and four outputs. Gray code is a non-weighted code. The input
variable are designated as B3, B2, B1, B0 and the output variables are designated as C3, C2, C1, Co. from
the truth table, combinational circuit is designed. The Boolean functions are obtained from K-Map for
each output variable. A code converter is a circuit that makes the two systems compatible even though
each uses a different binary code. To convert from binary code to Excess-3 code, the input lines must
supply the bit combination of
elements as specified by code and the output lines generate the corresponding bit combination of code.
Each one of the four maps represents one of the four outputs of the circuit as a function of the four input
variables. A two-level logic diagram may be obtained directly from the Boolean
expressions derived by the maps. These are various other possibilities for a logic diagram that implements
this circuit. Now the OR gate whose output is C+D has been used to implement partially each of three
outputs.

LOGIC DIAGRAM:
BINARY TO GRAY CODE CONVERTOR
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K-Map for G3:

G3 = B3

K-Map for G2:
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K-Map for G1:

K-Map for G0:

B3 B2 B1 B0 G3 G2 G1 G0

0 0 0 0

0 0 0 1

0 0 1 0

0 0 1 1

0 1 0 0

0 1 0 1

0 1 1 0

0 1 1 1
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1 0 0 0

1 0 0 1

1 0 1 0

1 0 1 1

1 1 0 0

1 1 0 1

1 1 1 0

1 1 1 1

LOGIC DIAGRAM:
GRAY CODE TO BINARY CONVERTOR
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K-Map for B3:

B3 = G3

K-Map for B1:
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K-Map for B0:

TRUTH TABLE:

| Gray Code | Binary Code |

G3 G2 G1 G0 B3 B2 B1 B0

0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 1 0 1

0 0 1 0 1 1

0 0 1 1 1 0

0 1 0 0 1 0

0 1 0 1 1 1
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0 1 1 0 0 1

0 1 1 1 0 0

1 0 0 0 0 0

1 0 0 1 0 1

1 0 1 0 1 1

1 0 1 1 1 0

1 1 0 0 1 0

1 1 0 1 1 1

1 1 1 0 0 1

1 1 1 1 0 0

0
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Experiment No.: 04

Experiment Name: Code conversion circuits- BCD to Excess-3.

AIM: To design and implement 4 bit BCD to excess-3 converter

Apparatus Required: Digital trainer kit, patch cords, IC 7432, IC 7404, IC 7408, IC 7486.

Pin Diagram:

NOT gate AND gate

IC 7404 I C 7408

OR gate

IC 7432

Theory:

A code converter is a circuit that makes the two systems compatible even though each uses a different
binary code. To convert from binary code to Excess-3 code, the input lines must supply the bit
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combination of elements as specified by code and the output lines generate the corresponding bit
combination of code. Each one of the four maps represents one of the four outputs of the circuit as a
function of the four input variables.

LOGIC DIAGRAM:

K-map for E3

E3 = B3 + B2 (B0 + B1)
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K-map for E2

K-map for E1

K-map for E0
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TRUTH TABLE:

BCD Input Excess-3 Output

B3 B2 B1 B0 E3 E2 E1 E0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

0

0

0

0

1

1

1

1

0

0

0

0

1

1

1

1

0

0

1

1

0

0

1

1

0

0

1

1

0

0

1

1

0

1

0

1

0

1

0

1

0

1

0

1

0

1

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

1

1

1

1

1

x

x

x

x

x

x

0

1

1

1

1

0

0

0

0

1

x

x

x

x

x

x

1

0

0

1

1

0

0

1

1

0

x

x

x

x

x

x

1

0
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PROCEDURE:

i. Connections were given as per circuit diagram.
ii. Logical inputs were given as per truth table

iii. Observe the logical output and verify with the truth tables.

Result:
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EXCESS-3 TO BCD CONVERTOR

LOGIC DIAGRAM:

K-Map for A:
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K-Map for B:

K-Map for C:

K-Map for D:
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PROCEDURE:

(i) Connections were given as per circuit diagram.

(ii) Logical inputs were given as per truth table

(iii) Observe the logical output and verify with the truth tables.

RESULT:
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Experiment No.: 5

Experiment Name: One bit and two bit comparator circuits.

AIM: To design and implement 1 bit and 2 bit comparators circuits and verify its outputs.

Apparatus Required: Digital trainer kit, patch cords, IC 7404, IC 7408, IC 7486, IC 7432.

Pin Diagram:

Ex-OR gate

LOGIC DIAGRAM:

1bit Comparator Truth Table
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2bit Comparator

Truth Table:

PROCEDURE:

• Check all the components for their working
• Insert the appropriate IC into the IC base
• Make connections as shown in the circuit diagram.
• Verify the Truth Table and observe the outputs.
RESULT:
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Experiment No.: 06

Experiment Name: Construction of simple Decoder and Multiplexer circuits using NAND gate.

AIM: To design and implement simple decoder and multiplexer circuits and verify its outputs.

Apparatus Required: Digital trainer kit, patch cords, IC 7400.

Theory:

A decoder is a combinational circuit that connects the binary information from ‘n’ input lines to a
maximum of 2n unique output lines.
Multiplexers are very useful components in digital systems. They transfer a large number of information
units over a smaller number of channels, (usually one channel) under the control of selection signals.
Multiplexer means many to one. A multiplexer is a circuit with many inputs but only one output. By
using control signals (select lines) we can select any input to the output. Multiplexer is also called as data
selector because the output bit depends on the input data bit that is selected. The general multiplexer
circuit has 2n input signals, n control/select signals and 1 output signal.

Logic Diagram:

2:4 DECODER: Truth Table:
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4:1 Multiplexer Truth Table

Y = D0 S1’ S0’ + D1 S1’ S0 + D2 S1 S0’ + D3 S1 S0

PROCEDURE:

• Check all the components for their working
• Make connections as shown in the circuit diagram.
• Verify the Truth Table and observe the outputs.

RESULT:
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Experiment No.: 07

Experiment Name: Construction of simple arithmetic circuits-Adder.

\AIM: To design and implement simple adder circuits and verify its outputs.

Apparatus Required: Digital trainer kit, patch cords, IC 7400, IC 7408, IC 7486, IC 7432

I. To Realize Half Adder

Logic Diagram

i) Basic gates ii) NAND gates

Truth Table: Boolean Expression
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II. To Realize Full Adder

Logic Diagram

i) Basic gates ii) NAND gates

Truth Table: Boolean Expression
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Experiment No.: 08

Experiment Name: Construction of simple arithmetic circuits-subtractor.

AIM: To design and implement simple subtractor circuits and verify its outputs.

Apparatus Required: Digital trainer kit, patch cords, IC 7400, IC 7408, IC 7486, IC 7432

I. Half Subtractor

Logic Diagram

Basic gates NAND gates

Truth Table: Boolean Expression:
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II. Full Subtractor
Logic Diagram

ii) Basic gates ii) NAND gates

Truth Table: Boolean Expression:

PROCEDURE:

• Check all the components for their working
• Make connections as shown in the circuit diagram.
• Verify the Truth Table and observe the outputs.

RESULT:
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Experiment No.: 09

Experiment Name: Realization of RS-JK and D flip-flops using Universal logic gates.

AIM: To design and implement RS-JK and D flip-flops using Universal logic gates and verify its outputs.

Apparatus Required: Digital trainer kit, patch cords, IC 7400, IC 7404, IC 7402, IC 7410, IC 7432

SR Flip Flop

Logic Diagram: Truth Table

JK Flip Flop

Logic Diagram Truth Table
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D Flip Flop

Logic Diagram Truth Table

T Flip Flop

Logic Diagram
Truth Table

PROCEDURE:

• Check all the components for their working
• Make connections as shown in the circuit diagram.
• Verify the Truth Table and observe the outputs.

RESULT
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Experiment No.: 10

Experiment Name: Realization of Ring counter and Johnson’s counter.

AIM: To design and implement Ring counter and Johnson’s counter and verify its outputs.

Apparatus Required: Digital trainer kit, patch cords, IC 7404, IC 7495.

Theory:

Ring counter is a basic register with direct feedback such that the contents of the register simply circulate
around the register when the clock is running. Here the last output that is QD in a shift register is
connected back to the serial input.
A basic ring counter can be slightly modified to produce another type of shift register counter called
Johnson counter. Here complement of last output is connected back to the not gate input and not gate
output is connected back to serial input. A four bit Johnson counter gives 8 state output.

Ring Counter

Logic Diagram: Truth Table
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Johnson Counter

Logic Diagram: Truth Table

PROCEDURE:

• Check all the components for their working
• Make connections as shown in the circuit diagram.
• Verify the Truth Table and observe the outputs.

RESULT
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Title of Course: Signals & Systems Lab
Course Code: EC493
L-T-P scheme: 0-0-3                                                                                      Course Credit: 2

Objectives:
1. To provide the students with a hands-on experience on the theoretical concepts through simple

experiments.
2. To develop the ability to design and validate their knowledge through open ended experiments.

Learning Outcomes:
On successful completion of this lab course, the students would be able to
1. Generate the basic signals like unit impulse, unit step, ramp, sawtooth etc..
2. Analyze the response of various signal like Impulse Ramp etc.
3. Find out the basic signals operations like time shift, time scale, convolution, correlation etc.
4. Conduct an open ended experiment in a group of 2 to 3.

Course Contents:
List of Experiments:

1. Write a program to generate the discrete sequences (i) unit step (ii) unit impulse (iii) ramp (iv)
periodic sinusoidal sequences. Plot all the sequences.

2. Find the Fourier transform of a square pulse .Plot its amplitude and phase spectrum.
3. Write a program to convolve two discrete time sequences. Plot all the sequences. Verify the result

by analytical calculation.
4. Write a program to find the trigonometric Fourier series coefficients of a rectangular periodic

signal. Reconstruct the signal by combining the Fourier series coefficients with appropriate
weightings.

5. Write a program to find the trigonometric and exponential fourier series coefficients of a periodic
rectangular signal. Plot the discrete spectrum of the signal.

6. Generate a discrete time sequence by sampling a continuous time signal. Show that with sampling
rates less than Nyquist rate, aliasing occurs while reconstructing the signal.

7. The signal x (t) is defined as below. The signal is sampled at a sampling rate of 1000 samples per
second. Find the power content and power spectral density for this signal.

x(t ) = cos(2p ´ 47t )+ cos(2p ´ 219t), 0 £ t £ 10

0, otherwise
8. Write a program to find the magnitude and phase response of first order low pass and high pass

filter. Plot the responses in logarithmic scale.
9. Write a program to find the response of a low pass filter and high pass filter, when a speech signal

is passed through these filters.
10. Write a program to find the autocorrelation and cross correlation of sequences.
11. Generate a uniformly distributed length 1000 random sequence in the range (0,1). Plot the

histogram and the probability function for the sequence. Compute the mean and variance of the
random signal.

12. Generate a Gaussian distributed length 1000 random sequence. Compute the mean and variance
of the random signal by a suitable method.

13. Write a program to generate a random sinusoidal signal and plot four possible realizations of the
random signal.

14. Generate a discrete time sequence of N=1000 i.i.d uniformly distributed random numbers in the
interval (-0.5,-0.5) and compute the autocorrelation of the sequence.

15. Obtain and plot the power spectrum of the output process when a white random process is passed
through a filter with specific impulse response.
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Text Book:

1) Oppeinheim, “Signals & Systems”.

Recommended Systems/Software Requirements:
SCILAB, MATLAB

EXPERIMENTS:
Q1. Write a program to generate the discrete sequences (i) unit step (ii) unit impulse (iii) ramp
(iv) periodic sinusoidal sequences. Plot all the sequences.

SOLUTIONS:

MATLAB/SCILAB PROGRAMS:
% Unit Step Function function

y=unit_step(n) l=length(n);
for i=1:l

if (n(i)<0) y(i)=0;

else
y(i)=1;

end
end
figure, stem(n,y), axis([n(1)-1 n(l)+1 -0.5 1.5]) xlabel('n----->'),
ylabel('y(n)----->') title('unit step function')

%Unit Impulse Function
function y=impuls(n)

l=length(n);
for i=1:l

if (n(i)~=0) y(i)=0;

else
y(i)=1;

end
end
figure, stem(n,y), axis([n(1)-1 n(l)+1 -0.5 1.5]) xlabel('n----->'),
ylabel('y(n)----->') title('impulse function')

%Ramp Function
function y=ramp(n)
l=length(n);
for i=1:l y(i)=n(i);
end
figure, stem(n,y),
xlabel('n----->'), ylabel('y(n)----->') title('Ramp function')

%Sin Function
function y=sine(n)
l=length(n); y=sin(n);
figure, stem(n,y), axis([n(1)-1 n(l)+1 -1.5 1.5]) xlabel('n----->'), ylabel('y(n)----->'),title('sin
function')
Plots:
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Q2. Find the Fourier transform of a square pulse .Plot its amplitude and phase spectrum.
SOLUTIONS:

MATLAB/SCILAB PROGRAMS:

%Fourie Transform Of Square Pulse function [F,
A, P]= ft_sqr(w,T) j=sqrt(-1);
F=(1-exp(-j*w*T))./(j*w); % Fourier Transform of squre pulse
A=abs(F); % Amplitue Spectrum
P=angle(F); % Phase Spectrum
subplot(2,1,1), plot(w,A), xlabel('frequency'), ylabel('amplitude'), title(' Amplitude Spectrum')
subplot(2,1,2), plot(w,P), xlabel('frequency'), ylabel('Angle') title(' Phase Spectrum')

Plot:

3. Write a program to convolve two discrete time sequences. Plot all the sequences.
Verify the result by analytical calculation.

SOLUTIONS:

MATLAB/SCILAB PROGRAMS:

%Discrete Convolution function f=cnv(a,b) la=length(a); lb=length(b);
n=la+lb-1;
b=[b zeros(1,la-1)]; a=[a zeros(1,lb-1)]; for i=1:n

f(i)=0; for j=1:i
f(i)=f(i)+a(j)*b(i-j+1);

end
end
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4. Write a program to find the trigonometric Fourier series coefficients of a rectangular
periodic signal.
Reconstruct the signal by combining the Fourier series coefficients with appropriate weightings.

SOLUTIONS:

MATLAB/SCILAB PROGRAMS:

% Trignometric Fourier Series function
f=four_rect(n,t,T,k) wo=(2*pi/T);
for i=1:n a(i)=2*sin(2*pi*i*t/T)/(pi*i); end
disp('Trignometric coefficients:') ao=(2*t/T);
%signal reconstruction for
j=1:length(k)

f(j)=ao; for
i=1:n
f(j)=f(j)+a(i)*cos(i*wo*k(j)); end

end plot(k,f)

Plot:

footer
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5. Write a program to find the trigonometric and exponential fourier series coefficients of a
periodic rectangular signal. Plot the discrete spectrum of the signal.

SOLUTIONS:

MATLAB/SCILAB PROGRAMS:

% Exponential Fourier Series function
y=exp_four_rect(n,t,T,k,w) wo=2*pi/T;
for i=1:n f(i)=(2*t*sinc(2*i*t/T)/T);

f1(i)=(2*t*sinc(2*(-i)*t/T));
end fo=(2*t/T);
j=sqrt(-1);
for l=1:length(k)

y(l)=fo;
for m=1:n y(l)=y(l)+f(m)*exp(-j*m*wo*k(l));
end
for m=n+1:2*n y(l)=y(l)+f1(m-n)*exp(j*(m-n)*wo*k(l));
end

end F=fft(y);
subplot(2,1,1), plot(k,y), title('Reconstructed Signal') subplot(2,1,2), stem(abs(F)),
title('Discrete Spectrum')

Plot:

footer
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6. Generate a discrete time sequence by sampling a continuous time signal. Show that with
sampling rates less than Nyquist rate, aliasing occurs while reconstructing the signal.

SOLUTIONS:

MATLAB/SCILAB PROGRAMS:

%Sampling Function
function y=sa(f,fs) T=1/f;
Ts=1/fs;
t=0:(pi/1000):2*pi;
d=pi/1000;
x=sin(2*pi*f*t);
l=length(t);
j=1;
for i=1:l

if (t(i)/Ts==round(t(i)/Ts)) y(j)=x(i);
j=j+1;

elseif (abs(t(i)-j*Ts)<d)

if ((abs(t(i)-j*Ts))<=abs(t(i+1)-j*Ts))

y(j)=x(i);
j=j+1;

elseif ((abs(t(i)-j*Ts))>abs(t(i+1)-j*Ts)) y(j)=x(i+1);
j=j+1;

end
end

end
subplot(3,1,1), plot(t,x), xlabel('time'), ylabel('amplitude') title('continous signal')
subplot(3,1,2), stem(y), xlabel('time'), ylabel('amplitude') title('discrete signal')
subplot(3,1,3), plot(y), xlabel('time'), ylabel('amplitude') title('reconstructed signal')
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Plot:

Under Sampling

Greater Than Nyquist Rate
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7. The signal x (t) is defined as below. The signal is sampled at a sampling rate of 1000
samples per second. Find the power content and power spectral density for this signal.

x(t ) =

cos(2p ´ 47t )+ cos(2p ´ 219t), 0 £ t £ 10
0, otherwise

SOLUTIONS:

MATLAB/SCILAB PROGRAMS:

function p=psd() t=0:(1/1000):10;
x=cos(2*pi*47*t)+cos(2*pi*219*t); l=length(x);
p=(norm(x)^2)/l;
ps=spectrum(x,1024);
specplot(ps,1000)
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8. Write a program to find the magnitude and phase response of first order low pass and
high pass filter. Plot the responses in logarithmic scale.

SOLUTIONS:

MATLAB/SCILAB PROGRAMS:

% First Order Low Pass Filter
function [H, A, P]=lpf(r,c,w)
j=sqrt(-1);
w1=1/(r*c); % Cut-off frequency
H=1./(1+j*(w/w1)); % Frequency Response of First Order RC LPF
A=abs(H); % Amplitude Response
P=angle(H); % Phase Response
Ad=20*log10(A); % Amplitude Response in decibels
subplot(2,1,1), plot(w,Ad), xlabel('frequency'), ylabel('amplitude'),
title(' Amplitude Response')
subplot(2,1,2), plot(w,P), xlabel('frequency'), ylabel('Angle')
title(' Phase Response')

Plot:
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% First Order High Pass Filter
function [H, A, P]=hpf(r,c,w)
j=sqrt(-1);
w1=1/(r*c); % Cut-off frequency
H=w./(w-j*w1); % Frequency Response of First Order RC HPF
A=abs(H); % Amplitude Response
P=angle(H); % Phase Response
Ad=20*log10(A); % Amplitude Response in decibels
subplot(2,1,1), plot(w,Ad), xlabel('frequency'), ylabel('amplitude'), title(' Amplitude Response')
subplot(2,1,2), plot(w,P), xlabel('frequency'), ylabel('Angle') title(' Phase Response')

Plot:

9. Write a program to find the response of a low pass filter and high pass filter, when
a speech signal is passed through these filters.

SOLUTIONS:

MATLAB/SCILAB PROGRAMS:

function [Y1 Y2]=speech_response(x,w,w1)
j=sqrt(-1);
H1=1./(1+j*(w/w1)); %Impulse response of lPF
H2=w./(w-j*w1); %Impulse response of HPF
X=fft(x);
Y1=X.*H1;
Y2=X.*H2;
subplot(2,1,1), plot(Y1,w)
subplot(2,1,2), plot(Y2,w)
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10. Write a program to find the autocorrelation and cross correlation of sequences.
% SOLUTIONS:

% MATLAB/SCILAB PROGRAMS:

% Auto Correlation

function c=cor(a)
l=length(a); n=2*l-1;
a=[a zeros(1,l-1)];
d(1:l)=a(l:-1:1);% sequence time reverse d=[d zeros(1,l-1)];
for i=1:n c(i)=0;

for j=1:i
c(i)=c(i)+a(j)*d(i-j+1); % performing convolution to given sequence % and time reversed gives

correlation
end

end

%Cross correlation

function c=xcor(a,b)
la=length(a); lb=length(b);
n=la+lb-1;
a=[a zeros(1,lb-1)];
d(1:lb)=b(lb:-1:1);% sequence time reverse d=[d zeros(1,la-
1)];
for i=1:n c(i)=0;

for j=1:i
c(i)=c(i)+a(j)*d(i-j+1); % performing convolution to given sequence % and time reversed gives cross

correlation
end

end

footer
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11. Generate a uniformly distributed length 1000 random sequence in the range (0,1).
Plot the histogram and the probability function for the sequence. Compute the
mean and variance of the random signal.

SOLUTIONS:

MATLAB/SCILAB PROGRAMS:

function [a m v X]=rand_gen(N)
X=rand(1,N);
hist(X);
a=hist(X);
m=mean(X);
v=var(X);
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12. Generate a Gaussian distributed length 1000 random sequence . Compute the mean
and variance of the random signal by a suitable method.

SOLUTIONS:

MATLAB/SCILAB PROGRAMS:

function [x m v]=rand_gauss(n)
x=rand(1,n);
m=mean(x);
v=var(x);

13. Write a program to generate a random sinusoidal signal and plot four possible
realizations of the random signal.

SOLUTIONS:

MATLAB/SCILAB PROGRAMS:

function [y1 y2 y3 y4]=rand_sin(n) x1=rand(1,n);
x2=rand(1,n);
x3=rand(1,n);
x4=rand(1,n);
y1=sin(x1);
y2=sin(x2);
y3=sin(x3);
y4=sin(x4);
subplot(2,2,1), plot(x1,y1) subplot(2,2,2),
plot(x2,y2) subplot(2,2,3), plot(x3,y3)
subplot(2,2,4), plot(x4,y4)
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14. Generate a discrete time sequence of N=1000 i.i.d uniformly distributed random
numbers in the interval (-0.5,-0.5) and compute the autocorrelation of the sequence.

SOLUTIONS:

MATLAB/SCILAB PROGRAMS:

function [x rx]=randseq(n) x=rand(1,n)-
0.5; rx=cor(x);

15. Obtain and plot the power spectrum of the output process when a white random
process is passed through a filter with specific impulse response .

SOLUTIONS:

MATLAB/SCILAB PROGRAMS:

function sy=white_rand(w,H)
sy=abs(H).^2;
plot(w,sy)
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